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Grant Announced For
Renovation Of Old Park

i

•

A- grant in the amount of $24,611 for renovation of the old City Park portion
of the Murrai-Calloway County Park
- system --was- jointly announted. in
Washington today by senators Walter
D. Huddleston and Wendell Ford.
The grant, which will be matched by
/state and local funds; was awarded by
the U. S. LiteljaiLlkgartinent Bureau,
of Outdoor Recreation. The funds will
y „1 e Kentucky
equa • ma c
.Department of Parks and local funds
make the total mount $49,223.

ort....1111.•

located on Chestnut Street.
Hohman said the project would include the relighting of both the Colt
League and Little League ball fields at
the park and hopefully new scoreboards
for all four ball fields at that location.
Also included will be ,renovation of
the bleachers at the Colt and Little
League fields and installation of some
bleacfiers at th-TOther two fields in the

part
Picnic shelters on either side of
Payne Street will also be upgraded as a
The of the
portion
Park director Gary Hohman said
pdroiriecectto-'rHeAunareponrtseadid.that
...(941'..g14.14e-lunds w Id ith1izedza,, ,-CreWS=are presently laying curbs and
oway
the renovation of
urray
_ the old city park- gutters in—the new

County park. He said that paving of the
streets in the park will get underway
sometime this spring.
Work on landscaping in the new
facility is expected to begin'very soon,
Hohman said. James Sanders.Nursery
of Paducah was awarded the $6,000
landscaping contract.
-We are ex
proximately $20,000 worth of
playground equipment by the end of
this month," Hohman said. The
playground equipment,. which will take
about a week to 10 days to install, is also
•
oe Arcadia Drive.

Interest Picking Up In
Primary; 26 File So Far
Three filings Tuesday raised the total
number of persons seeking nominations
to elected office! in the May 24

••••!.
• te
144
4r**

r.fri$

of "Androdes and the Lion" had their first
CHILDREN'S THEATRE — The cast for the Children's Theatre production
director, Richard Valentine. Members of the cast are
rehearsal Monday at the Calloway County Public Library with their
Caiitain; Ross Bolen, Lelia; and, not pictured, Dana
the
Flussung,
Mark Austin, Androcles; Bryan Bartlett, Pantalone; Mari
for the Children's Theatre has beCoMe_so.greatihat quarMorton,Isabella; and laciie Mr_Knight, the Lion;The Jesponse
the immediate future, Valentine said. .
for
ters for rehearsing and producing plays are now being sought
Stan Photo by David lid
•
-

Dog Warden Denies Charges
Of Shooting Family Pet Here
strays," but rather waits for comDog Warden Billy Hamilton has
plaints and responds to investigate.
denied charges made Monday in a
The local dog warden illustrated the
letter to the editor published in the.
criteria for shooting a dog by relating
Murray Ledger and Times.
the story behind one of the four dogs
The letter charged that Hamilton was
that he has shOt.
responsible for the shooting of a Ger"I reeeived a call to an apartmentrecently-.
-man-Sliepardclog
complex last Wednesday. When I
Hamilton, in an interview this
arrived, a 155-pound St. Bernard dog
Morning, denied both the shooting of
inhad a woman pinned against the wall,
the
and
dog,
this particular
and she could not move.
discriminate shooting of dogs in
- -14-attempted to distract the dog, and
general,as charged by the letter.
catch it, and when I did, the dog
"I have only shot four dogs since I
charged me. I shot the dog point-blank
became dog warden Sept. 1," Hamilton
with a pistol, but it did not stop.
said. "The only reason I ever shoot a
"The dog then left the scene, killed a
.d.ogis if it is posing a threat to human
beagle; and ran three other
small
ard."life,or lilt-is a health-haz
persons into their homes.
The dogs that have been shot,
"Local law enforcement personnel
Hamilton says, were aggressive dogs,
were on the scene by that time, and
and the shootings were witnessed each
ordered me to destroy the dog, which I
time by several persons, All attempts
did," he concluded.
possible to catch the animal without
"It gets to the point where I have to
before
time
each
made
were
it
harming
consider the life of an animal or the life
the dog was shot.
of a human, before I would shoot a dog.
The local dog warden says he
And, in thigrase,I am convinced that I
Murraythe
cooperates fully with
Calloway County . Humane Society, made the right choice."
Hamilton said that he welcomes any
which has witnessed the shooting of at
individual to ride with him at any time,
least one of the four dogs that was
and to make suggestions as to what to
destroyed.
do with an animal whehlt is attacking.
-et to MY ItTIOWledge
9- have niv
destroyed a dog that was someone's
pet," Hamilton said today. "I spend at
least an hour and a half each night on
the telephone attempting to locate dog
owners so they can claim their dogs."
Hamilton explained that after a-dog is
picked up,the animal is kept in the city
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford (1)-Ky.) will
pound for seven days, and then put up
the guest speaker at a meeting of the
be
in
successful
are.
"We
for adoption.
Jaycees
. placing at least 90 per cent of the dogs Murray-Calloway County
evening.
Wednesday
hefd
be
will
which
adopfor
homes
proper
in
lip
'picked
The meetieg will be held at 7 p.m. at
Will," he said. "The only time a dog is
field
destroyed after it is caphired is if it is the Triangle Inn. Local Ford
that
said
Bradshaw
Ted
representative
vicious."
terminally War
Hamilton also emphasized that he Poid miuld be arriving in Murray early
does not drive around "looking for Wednesday evening.

Sen. Ford To
Speak To J Cs

thus far in his
and Ruby Hale have filed for election to G. Hopson is unopposed
records in the office of Calloway County
District Two
the council from Ward A. Rickman is bid to be re-elected froth
Court Clerk Marvin Harris: incumbent in
the
Bazzell,
Dan
is
as
the only candidate thus far in the Ward
The, latest filings include Robert
District Four. Incumbent Ralph
B race.
Downs who filed for a seat on the
Bogard is being opposed by Billy M.
Jones
Two local attorneys, Donald A.
Murray Common Council from Ward A,
the race for the nomination
Johnny E. Rickman who filed fora seat • and Max Parker, will oppose each other Erwin in
Three.
District
from
for
Coenty
the
Calloway
race
in
Billy
and
Tin the council from Ward B,
local nomination, State
another
In
Attorney. George Weeks. has filed to
Don Hamilton, who filed for Calloway
C. Imes has filed for reL
Kenneth
Rep.
seek the, nomination for Calloway
County Jailer.
District RepresenFifth
as
election
County Judge.
The Most popular local race's° far is
District is composed of
Fifth
The
tative.
John E. Scott has filed for re-election
the race for Calloway County Sheriff.
Calloway County and a portion of
-Fight persons-- -have - fited-tdor -that ---as Mayor -of'Murray and Ad JeWell haS all of
County.
Trigg
filed for the offiee of Calloway County
nomination.
-deadline for filing for nomination
The
Coroner:
sheriff
the
for
'nomination
Seeking
May Primary is Wednesday,
the
in
Seven candidates.have filed papers
are: David Ballentine, Joseph W.
1977.
30,
March
for election to the Calloway County
Beard. Gerald Cohoon, James Ray

Several Cases Of Measles Are
Reported In Local Area -Recently

He added thet he will be glad le meet
R. L. Cooper, Administrator of the
with any indiVidual or group to discuss., Calloway County Health Department
the dog problem in the-area, and would
announced today that -a number of
welcome suggestions on his job.
cases of measles have been reported in
the countj, during the past ten days to
The city does- have an ordinance
two weeks.
requiring that dogs either be kept on a
- Some of the reported cases involved
tfa-sfi or enclosed in a fenced-in area
children who had previously received
The ordinance provides for a fine for
measles immunization.
violations, but Hamilton says he has
The following are recommendations
issued very few citations,and-has never
charged a violator-for removing histiog - 'hy the U. S. Public -Health- Service
Advisory Committee on Inununization
-from thepotmd.

Kyo R. Jhin To Speak
At Civitan 'Clergy Night'

Practices:
1. Re-viscciqation is recommended
for persons who were vaccinated prior
to 12 months of age.
2. Re-vaccination of persons. who
were vaccinated with inaetivated
measles -vaccl alone or in a
series with live measles vaccine.
Although routine re-vaccination -of
persons vaccinated between 12 and 15
months- of - age is not currently
recommended, such re-vaccination.
-may be appropriate if there is an
outbreak of measles in the community,
Cooper pointed out.
Cooper said at this•time_ there_is. no
recommendation for routine vaccination of persons who received Immune Serum Globulin or Measles
Immune Globulin along with live

measles vaccine.
If the proper dose of ISG or MIG were
given there should have been no interference with antibody response;
however, if an excess amount of ISG or
MIG was used,as might have occured if
a 'standard dose" I not calculated
individually on the basis of weight) was
given, there may have been an impaired immune response, Cooper said.
"In view of the above circumstances
if there-is any doubt about the accuracy
or adequacy of a measles vaccination
history, the person should be reYaccitiated_lf a child is immune-the booster immunization does no harm. Of
course, all thOse who have never beenvaccinated for measles should be
vaccinated," the administrator said.

leaving Korea and has made his home
Kyo R. Jhin, named as one of the
in the United States for over half of his
Four Outstanding Young Educators- of
life. During the Korean War, Jhin
Chamber
America by the tfated Stites
the U.S. Army as an interpreter.
served
of Commerce, will be the special guest
Dr. Jhin will speak on the subject,
speaker at the "Clergy Night" dinner of'
"The Meaning of American Freedom"
the Murray Civitan Club to be held
at the Clergy Night Civitan dinner on
Thursday, February 17, at 7:00 p.m at
Thursday.
Seven Seas Restaurant.
_ Elbert Thomason, Civitan Club
Jhin has been appointed by the
"Power bills should be haver in
all clergymen of
- KNOXVILLE, Tenn. iAP) — Record
President Of the United States as a' president, said
March
for most homes with electric
low temperatures in January and
Murray and Calloway County will be
member of the National Advisor
-chdr, and said -1f-- ---Wea v y the of turbine units burninkfilkh- -hedt bdUeof the easing of temthe
-of
guests
special
Council on Mat Educafion for a three
cost fuel oil have prompted the peratures since last month's extremely
any of them have not been contacted to
,
Tennessee Valley Authority to cold weather," he said. "If this trend
call either Mrs. Relmon Wilson or Mrs.
heating
lower
the
continues,
the
for
reservations
announce an increase in power
Hoyt Roberts for
requirements will more than offset-the
•
charges.
dinner
TVA officials announced Monday that change in monthly charges."
The government-owned utility
bills for March will increase 67 cents, to
$21-.60 for 1,004TkilowattJtours under the _ generated a rebord 11.8 billion kilowatt
most, . widely used residential rate hours in . order to meet consumerdemands in January, Daniels said.
Clear and very cold tonight. Clear . schedules.
He said coal-burning plants provided
and "Cantinued cold an Wednesday.
and
.
the
temperatures
Unusual arctic
some
7.7 billion kilowatt Eiturs, and
Lows tonight from 10 to 15. Highs
record power der-nand that -forced the
for two
Wednesday in the 20s to low 30s. Winds
agency to turn to its turbine units were hydroelectric plants aceoluited
billion, while the agency's nuclear plant
northerly to 1-0-Miles an hour tonight,' directly responsible • for the rate inin Brown's Ferry. Ala . generate(1. 1 A
becoming.light and variable on Wedcrease, said Albert I,. Daniels,.director
nesday. .
(See
'of-WverAthzatioriforil(A.

TVA Announces New
Increase In Rates

Clear and Cold

Leaf Sale To Be
Held Here Monday

Study Requested Of
Graves County Buses
MAYFIELD, Ky..(AP) — A parents
group formed in the wake of a study
that uncovered apparent shortcomings in school bus service has now
asked for a study of the bus situation in
'
Graves County.
Robert Ridgway, president of Con- cerned Parent§ of„Graves County, said
his group has asked the Graves County
Board of Education to ecsiduct the
study.
"If it doesstilk,,we are authorized to
Make the request direct" to the Kendicky Department \ of Education,
, •
Ridgiva y said.
surfaced
• The schobl bts coetroversy

for magistrate
Hamilton, Jerry Lee Hopkins, Bennie Fiscal Court. Running
be Steven
will
One
District
from
D.
Jackson, Billy J. Jones and Gene
and inBalentine
L.
Roy
Alexander,
Starks.

.
•
last year when a study disclosed that
year term. He is executive director of
many of the 75 buses in the system
the Top of Alabama Regional
exceeded age standards and that
Education Services Agency, received
several state safety regulations were
his A.A. degree from Freed-Hardeman
not, being observed by the private
College, his B.A. degree in
contractors who operate the systern •
Mathematics from David 1,ipscomb
Graves County SchoolAupt. Jirnes B.
College, hui M.A. degree in government
Dewdese said that the parents "have
been asking for a study by the state all \ and international pelatiant from New.
York University, his seeond master's
along. We are censidering it."
degree in mathematics from Boston
Deweese sakel‘the school system has
College, and his doctor's degree in
recently purchased four new buses to
mathematics education and supersupplement the buses perated by the
vision fronz Aubiwn University.
private contractor. The guest speaker became ,a
"We usually bey two or three a
---' naturalized American citizen after
y\ear," he said.

A fire-cured tobacco sale will be held
Monday, Feb. 21, qe...the to* Murray
floors, according to Hopes Ellis.
general manager of the'WeketriDark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Ellis also said that the date for a final
sale will be announced later.
The sale will move to Mayfield on
Tuesday,Feb.22.

Plans Underway For Charity
Horse Show To Be Held Here
- Plans are now underway for the
second annual Kentucky State Charity
Horse Show, to be held in Murray May
20-21.
An added attraction of this year's
horse show will be the formal
dedication of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center,
where the horse show will beheld. _
The first group of people are already
working on preparotions for the show.
They are the sponsors for the horse
shins 'classes. The ceethainrien of the
committee are Holmes Ellis and LoChie
Landon. Other members are Sue
Spann-, Charlotte Gregory, Lillie
.Johnson, Dive Dickson, Ronald
Churchill, Glenn Doran, Nat Hughes,
Harry Sparks and•WaltApperson.,

TODAY'S ItiDEX
One Section Today
Local Scene
Horoscope
Dear Abby ...
Opinion Page
Sports
Comic
Crossword
Claisifiedg
Deaths & Funeral,s

2
4
67
_8
8
89
10. ,
•
•
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Engagement Announced

Your Individual
Horoscope

..4913101.AP .."'.411411116.
12
.

Frances Drake
FEBRUARY 16, 1/77
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. fl)
___•Lt• IOU -lake patience, soft
words and a great deal of humor
to keep some things ( and
persons) in line now. But well
•
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Afor. 20) IVA worth it-and for a long time to
.
Some trends . changing. come.
Spichronize your activities to SAGITTARIUS
accomodate. Curb a tendency to (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Avoid indecision and contecsne overly emotional in a
relatively unimportant 'fusion. With much activity
indicated, these could prove
situation.
obstacles to succem Stress
TAURUS
uncomplicated thinking.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
An energetic ally may come CAPRICORN
to your support, personally or (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
financially. Push-air werthwhile-------Semeehanging trends. Do not
aims. Especially favored: be dismayed. Accept with your
outdoor pursuits, organizational inborn adaptability and
foresight.
activities.
moil,. AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 22 to June 21) •
You may have to deal with
Friends and associates are
working for you in the some "ocitr- persons -- and
4ackground, and. you ahoukl situations._ Be tacdul if you
By Abigail Van Buren
soon profit from some efforts would learn how to "comiv? by Cn,ccob T nbunn ST_ News Synd Inc
you have long since forgotten. numicate" and restore order.
PISCES
CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(June 22 to July 23)
Everyday matters need
Especially favored now:
DEAR ABBY: ; ani,a happily married .woman who just
speedup action .on pending- reviewing -Note where changes
we** makifig _pevisiens-ia------are- needed, and- make- them
Girard 25. I -haVe two small children and I'm ljvjni in fear
that I will not live to see them grow up.
ventures that didn't quite jell efficiently. But do not alter
W hen rwas 13, I Was fooling around with a Ouija board,
previously; real estate in- smooth-running procedures
merely for the sake of change.
terests.
when I 'got a message from my dead grandmother saying
LEO she would see me in heaven on my 26th birthday, meaning
YOU BORN 0DAY are
(July 24 to Aug. 231
I was•going.to die on that day in an accident.
Mixed influences. Some fine endowed with an agile mind, an
I told my -husband about my fears, telling •him to marry
advantages possible, but it will outgoing and gregarious per---agaio•-soan,,after• I-die-so my children won-'t be without a
be important to watch the sonality and a delightful sense
mother, and he said. That Ouija board stuff is a lot of bunk,
budget and not to overcommit of humor. You are a person who
so forget it."
yourself to future expenditures. should aim high and never stop
Abby, for some reason, I can't forget it. I am not afraid to
increasing your fund of
VIRGO
11
have
only
I
to
but
go,
ready
I'm
me.
wants
God
If
die.
knowledge since, with 'it AND
L
to
(
/11)1•
24
Aug.
23)
Sept.
right.
was
board
Ouija
the
if
myself
months to prepare
'Be your versatility, you can
friendly.
too
not
Aspects
experany
had
Have you or any of your readers•ever
tactful in speech, cautious in achieve almost any goal upon
iences with a Ouija board? I'm terribly confused and very
finalizing agreements. Sope which you set your heap and
frightened.
mind. Your leanings are toward
tricky spots indicated.
•
W. VA. READER
the intellectual and the
LIBRA
6011
•
crearive,17iifyou ceMnucceed
(Sept. 21 to Oct. 23) —
DEAR READER: 1 agree with your husband. While I
highly as a journalist, painter, a
planets,
Your
have
I
wish,
they
as
believe
to
others
of
rights
the
respect
auspicious, place you in-Ene for drama or literary critic, as an
yet to find a shred of convincing evidence to support the
success in substantial un- educator or scientist. Birthdate
dead.
the
theory that the living can communicate with
dertakings. A certain amount of of Ernst Haeckel, noted
I urge you to put those frightening thoughts of impendbiologist.
daring favored now.
ing death out of your head, dear.

Tuesday, February 15
Orgsnizational meeting for
all girb grades 7-12, foL
Acteens of the Memorial
Baptist Church will be at 6:30
P.- on. in the home of Vicki
Kloke.
_
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
dinner for members and
guests at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house.

FOR WEDNESDAY,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sip.

Murray Assembly No. 19

Lives in Fear Of
Dead Message

Order ofthe Rainbow for Giiis
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.

Murray TOPS Club will
Weet_at the Health Center at
seven p.m.

DEAR ABBY: My grandchildren live out of state. They
art- old enough to .write. but they never acknowledge my
gifts. I spend a lot of time shopping for things I think they
will enjoy, and my presents are nevercheap.
--Plfase don't tell me to stop sending them gifts. You know
a grandmother can't forget her grandchildrtn on their
-birthdays, Ctristrtias andVaster.So w-hat do yoil advise?
FORGOTTEN GRANDMA

DEAR ABBY: My husband is a very handsome (and
weak man who does not hold up very well when faced with
temptation. He maintains that when a lady makes a pass at
a gentleman, he should not insult her by turntng her down,
and he has io choice other than to oblige her.
I say he is out of his head, that a true gentleman would
find a courteous way to decline. I would like your opinion.
ALABAMAN
DEAR AL: Your husband should first get his terms
straight. If a woman makes a pass at a man,she's no "lady."
And if the man obliges her, he's no "gentleman." And if
your husband is practicing what he preaches, you'd better lock him up before his "chivalry" kills him.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (24) envelope
The hairstyle, the Scoop-Curled or Smooth is shown
for the spring and summer 1977 styles by the National
Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association, Inc.
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Mr. and Mrs. 0. Charles Synder of Murray announce the
engagement of their daughter, Sherry Lee, to Richard Allen
Crittendon, son of Barbara Crittendon and James Crittendon
of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed by Sammons'Bakery.
Mr. Crittendon attended Calloway County High School and is
employed by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The date for the wedding has not been set.

Paschall Gets Doctorate
From Oxford University
A former Henry County
resident recently earned his
Ph.D. in English language and
literature at the University of
Oxford in England.
Dr. Douglas D. Paschall
submitted his dissertation, a
study of the dramatist and
Shakespeare authority Harley
Granville-Barker,in August of
1976, and returned in January
to defend his thesis and to
receive the degree. The appointed Examiners for the
dissertation were Professor
John Bayley, Thomas Warton
Professor of English at
Oxford, and Professor George
Rowell of the University ofBristol, a world-renowned
scholar of the Victorian and
Edwardian theatre.
Dr. Paschall is the son of
Ratliff Paschall,and the late
Velna Gray Douglas Paschall.
He is the brother of Mr.
Martin Paschall of Paris and
Mr. David Paschall, now of
Austin, Texas, and the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford C. Paschall of
Puryear. and the late Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Douglas of Hazel.
A student for nine years at
Dr.
School,
Buchanan
Paschall graduated from
McKenzie High School as
valedictorian of his class in
1962. He attended the
University of the South
(Sewanee) as a Wilkins
Scholar, and took his B.A.
degree, Magna cum laude, in
1966, having received the

Guerry Award for Excellence
in English, and having served
as president of the Order of
Gownsmen, the student
government body.
While at Sewanee, he was
awarded a National Collegiate
Athletic Association postgraduate scholarship and a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
He watplso named Sewanees
16th. nodes Scholar. This
award took him for three
years of initial study to
Oxford, where he earned both
the B.A. and the M.A. degrees.
After two years in the
English Department at the
University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga, Dr. Paschall
became assistant professor of
English at the University of
the South in 1971, where he
currently teaches British
poetry and literary criticism.
He is also an assistant
football coach to his own
former mentor. Shirley
Majors, for whose Tigers he
was co-captain and AllConference end. The scoring
leader as a wing forward in
Rugby football for his Oxford
college, Christ Church,
-Paschall also played on the
Oxford- University basketball
team which won the Great
Britain National Championship in 4968.

1,PERSONALS-7i,,
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Patricia Lee Dalton of"
Murray Route Four wasoi
dismissed February .4 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

-

arden Path"
•:.

DEAR GRANDMA: Send them each a box of "thank
"you notes for Easter. That's egg-actly what they need.

BARGAIN NITE

Aliss Sherrv Lee Sn.%-der and
Richard Allen Cratefulon

own the

'....:•:•:•:;:;!•:;:;:;:;:;,!;:•:;:;: By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS
up and reset.
In spite of forecasts of snow
Be sure to include some of
week,
last
this
several times
Carved Ivory Zinnias in
the
the sun has kept on shining.
They look
The next thing, surely, is that your collection.
big Asters than
it will be getting a little more like
Zinnias They SW resemble a
v.armer.
Chrysanthemum. They
Plants, especially those that type of
good characwere set out last fall, are have several
they bloom
badly in need of water. But we teristics, for
perfectly
are
and
profusely
do not dare water them until
requiring
not
the temperature is over 40. I hardy,
soil. They
have several shrubs that I am especially rich
and are a
frost
until
bloom
moisture,
of
sure are in need
If you
yellow.
of
shade
lovely
and I keep watching the
of these
thermometer in holes that I ever once plant some
you will
can get out and remedy the Zinnias, I don't think
,
them.
without
be
ever
situation. But it would do more
Have you tried the large
harm than good until it warms
flowered Clematis vines?
up.
There is one in particular that
some
be
Although it will
blue
time before planting time, it appeals to me. It is a rich
would be a good idea to make called Prince Philip. The
inout your list of wanted seed, blossoms are nearly ten
long
a
is
there
and
ches
across
whether you order them or "
wait until they appear locally. blooming season.
All the large-flowered
Be ready when the time comes
are well worth
Clematis
start
so you can get an early
can be planted
They
'laving.
on annual blooms.
If you have a place in the on trellises, on walls, even ob
house where ybu can fix a seed old tree stumps, giving a
is
box,so much the better. Using- richness of color that
the little pots made of peat are beautiful. In addition Clematis
wonderful for seedlings. When make splendid cut flowers,
the weather permits, the tiny lasting a long time in water.
One of the prettiest is the
plants can be set out, pot and
double white one called
all, without disturbing roots
In this way the plant doesn't Duchest of Edinburgh. This
get the shock of being pulled one looks like a camellia.
There is no end to the variety
of ,color,
_ Whatever you plant, start
planning now. _

13640t44.

ROLLINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Rollins of
Murray Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, Seth
Matthew, weighing ten pounds
4
3
three ounces, measuring 20/
inches, born* Saturday,
February 12, at two p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son,
Clint, age five, and a girl,
Greta,age three. The father is
employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William Edward Rollins
of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Hutson of Murray, and.
Roy Darnall of Marissa, Ill.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. John W. Adarns and
Mr.and Mrs.J. N.Darnall,all
of Cadiz.

CORRECTION-:
Have your child's picture taken with
Raggedy Ann & Andy. Only $4.101( 2 5x7 &
4 billfolds in color) Sat. Feb. 19 between 24 p.m.

Betty's Hallmark
Cord & Gift Shop
Benton Shopping Plaza Mall

Murray Cooperating
PressPool patents will meet,at
seven p.m. at the school.
Thursday, February 17
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
NARFE committee meeting
will be at 9:30 a.m. at -the
Triangle Inn.
_ _
•
Executive Board of First
District Retired Teachers
Association will meet at
KentuCky Maid Restaurant at
ten a.m.

Murray Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon at the
at twelve noon.
Betty Sledd Mission Group Ellis Center
transportation call 753For
Church
of Memorial Baptist
by 9:30 a.m.
will meet with Connie White at 9725
p.m.
seven
TempleHill chlpter_No, 511
Star will
Recital by Henry Bannon, Order of the Eastern
Hall at
Masonic
the
meet
at
tenor and associate professor
in the Department of Music, 7:30 p.m.
will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
Home Department, Murray
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Club, will have an
Woman's
MSU.
Center,
Arts
Fine
Doyle
open meeting at two p.m..

eo

.-J2

Wednesday, February 16
The First United Methodist
Church Men will have a dinner
meeting at 6:10 p.m. in-the
social hall of the church.

The
Freed-Hardeman
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
College Associates will meet
a
at seven p. ,m. in the Beta Sigma Phi will have
Old
the
at
banquet
Valentine
University Church of Christ
Oak Tree Restaurant at 6:30
Annex.
p.m.
Wednesday, February 16
. N. Williams Uhapter Of—
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
home of Mrs. Fred Gingles at
1:30 p.m. with Dr. Harvey
Elder as speaker.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
have a fish fry at six p.m. at
the church fellowship ball.

YOUR
PHOTO

49.

Meali for senior eitiiens will
be served at the North Second
Street Center at twelve noon
with embroidery and craft
work at '12:45 p.m.

Per Pose In Living

Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.

For Original Print Only
•No limit
*Groups Okay
*All Ages

Prayer services for North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will be
held at the home of Mrs. Delia
Graham at 6:30 p.m.

Color
Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12*753-0035
Free Parking In Rear

4

New Shipment

Electric Heaters
1,320 Watts $1995
1,500 Watts $2195

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Center

753-3642

Revival77
1st Christian Church
Murray

Feb.20-22,Sunday-Tuesday
7:00 O'Clock Nightly
GUEST PREACHER

Mon-7 AM - Prayer Breakfast
Holiday Inn
•

Y•1•11.

Sermon Titles
Sun-AM
"God's Human Resources"
Sun-PM.
"Did Christ Come Too Soon°"
Mon-PM
"The Twenty Ninth Chapter of Acts"
Tues-PM
"Turning Hope Into Hisotiy"

Dr. lames A. Moak, of 'Lexington, Ky., General Moderator of the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)in the United States and Canada
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HOSPITAL NEWS ---

Contegts Sponsored Here By The Woman's Club

2-8-77
Cecilia Brock, second vice- is sponsored by the Home
Adults 133
president of the Murray Department, Mrs. Clifton
Nursery 5
Woman's Club, announced Key, contest chairman.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
plans for the.coming contests Fashions will also be modeled
Baby Boy McLeod (mother available to club members and judged at the general
Shirley, Rt. 8, Benton.
and students this spring at the meeting on March 21 at 9:30
DISMISSALS
meetirrg VI the Executive a.m.
Philip S. - Archer, Rt. 1, Board of the club held
Mrs. Charles Archer,
Mayfield, Mrs. Anne Mary February 7 at the club house. contest chairman for the
Morrison, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Mrs. Brock said the sewing - Creative. Ads Department, is
Glenda L. Driver, Rt. 1, contest will be sponsored by in charge of the Student Art
Benton, Robert Kirks, 203 E. the Home Department, Mrs. contest. Categories include
Maple, Murray, Mrs. Valerie Clifton Key, chairman. painting, drawing, sculpture,
Smith, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Fashions will be moZeied and nth-Wing, collage, and china
Amanda BlIITOW, Lone Oak judged at the general meeting Painting.
Tn. Village No. 31, Paris, of the club to be held March 21
The same department will
Tn., Mrs. Bernadine Francis, at 9:30 a.m, at the club house. sponsor the Student -Craft
Box 607, Cadiz, Mrs. Clara
The Creative Writing, Short contest with the categories
Marie Ingram, 206 Woodlawn, Story, and Poetry contests are heing ceramics molded— by
Murray, Mrs. Hilda Virginia also available, and persons
Duncan, Rt. 3, Box 346, may contact -"the contest
HOSPITAL NEWS
Murray, Mrs. Stella Pritchett, chairman for each . departBox 32, Dexter, Miss Anna F. ment for further details.
2-9-77
Smith, 807 Main St., Benton,
Mrs. Brock also said there
Mrs. Beatrice_ Dunn, 7-21 were six contests available fir Adults
Poplar, -Murray, - Mrs , students, grades'nine-throngh Nursery4
Aberline Skinner, 120 Spruce, twelve.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Murray, Mrs. Edith_L Lamm,
The Music, -Contest,- sponBaby Girl Bruske (mother
Rt. 6 Box 2258, Murray, Miss sored by the Music DepartCathy Elaine Higginson, Box ment,Mrs. Raymond Conklin, Pearly), Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.
" 8161 Woods Hall MSLY, :chairman, is for instrilmental
fILSMISSALS.
- --14441FfayFreftir-Roberts;-1-15.5. students. Next year the
N. Vieasley Bates, Rt. 1,
Calloway, Murray, Mrs. Mary contest will be for piano
Paris, ,Tn., Miss Diana L.
Evie Rutland (expiredl._ —students,eollie, -B-1 Foil'ireadOWS- Te.
Almo.
The Student Sewing contest Ct.,.Nurray, Jeffrey A.
Pollard, 1201 Main, Murray,
Mrs. Estelle L. Reed and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3, Fulton, Clint A.
Todd, 712 Hardy, Paris, Tn.,
6
The Friendship products, were planned for the Mrs. Barbara A. Robertson,
Rt. 2, Murray, Wildie G.
Homemakers Club met year.
Hillman, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Monday, February 7, at nine
Syliva
J. Dortch, 207 Maple,
the
Wynn
presented
'Mary
a.m. in the home of Ka,'
minor lesson on "Household Sharon, Tn., Mrs. Thelma L.
Adams.
Chadwick,' 106 So. 12th.,
Benita M. Greer gave the Inventory."
The rn2.fir leS for—the M irray Miss. HaZ1 K Fende3.zotiontut4hasubjeet-,-"How
Do You Use Your Time." The month were given by Ruth nell, 305 N. 5th Murray, Mrs.
minutes and roll call were Ann McLemore on "Furniture Ruby I. Nelson, Rt. 1, Hardin,
given
by
Ruth
Ann Refinishing" and Judy Stahler Mrs. Jerline Westerman, 819
on "The Cleaning and Ad- S. 4th, Murray, Mrs. Opal
McLemore.
Members present were Mrs. justing of Your Sewing Phillips, Rt.. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Rhoda Holland, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Adams, Mrs. McLemore, Mrs. Machine."
Wilbur
J. Mansker, Rt.1
February
night
for
Craft
Greer, Mrs. Mary Wynn, and
will deal with basic em- Hazel, Mrs. Hattie H. Trees,
Mrs. Judy Stahler.
The club voted to change the broidery and making fabric Rt.8, Murray, Broadus Creektime of the meeting to the first flowerpots, a club spokesman mur, Kirksey, Mrs. Helen
Cole, Rt. 2; Murray.
Monday of each month at nine said.
a.m. and craft night to the
fourth Thursday of each
month. Two money making
projects, the selling of TupStanley
perware
and
,Mrs. Michael Haley, nee a floor length skirt. She was
LaDon Graham, was honored presented a hostess gift
MIS'S YOUR PAPER?.., on February 5 with a corsage of white carnations
household shower in the tipped in red.
fellowship hall of the DexterGames were directed by
received tiNit heme-delivered
Hardin United Methodist Mrs. Roger Joseph and Miss
utay of lbw Merrily Ledger
Church.
Sherry Haley with prizes
Times by 5:30 p. s. MondayThe gracious hostesses for being won by Anita Crouse,
Friday or by 130 p. w.en Saturthe occasion were: Mrs. Angie Thweatt, and Janice
days we wiped to call 753-1116
James Futrell, Mrs. Glenn Graham.
between 5:30 p. wW op. in.,
Warren, Mrs. Charles BarShe opened her many lovely
Mamday-Friday, or 3:30 p. m.
nhart, Mrs. Roger Joseph, gifts, including an end table
end 4 p. nt. Saturdays, to Mime
Miss_ Bettye Bizzell, Miss with lamp attached from the
delivery of the aewspoper. Calls
Nelle Haley, and Miss Sherry hostesses.
west be pieced by Op. at. week.
Haley.
Refreshment's were served
days or 4 p.
Saturdays to
Mrs. Haley chose to wear from a table covered with a
gwerentee delivery.
for the occasion a soft grey red cloth with white lace
-• and white pinstriped suit with overlay and centered with a
cut arrangement of white
Upped with - red 'daisy pom
porns arranged in a five
branch candelabrum of
YOUR EARS PIERCED FREE
crystal and brass.
With Purchase Of
Individual white cake
Piercing Studs On Sale Now
squares centered with tiny
white wedding bells, nuts,
Only $799
mints and punch were served
to approximately forty perMICHELSON'S
sons.
Crystal appointments
.
I/
were used in serving with a
; it /I /
Dcy 8L.
color scheme of red, white,
Thursdcy
and pink used.

Heart Fund Drive
hand, wheel thrown pottery,
Peggy Billington, president,
macrame and weaving, metal
craft, jewelry, and paper presided at the meeting with
craft. Decoupage is not in- Dorothy McKenzie giving the
devotion.
cluded .his year.
The Student Essay cattiest . The Horne. Department is
will be sponsored by the Zeta coordinating the drive for the
Department, Mrs. Marshall Business section of the Heart
Fund this year and Robbie
Jones, chairman.
Harrison distributed the
The Alpha Department, Dr.
Helene Visher, contest- nafnes of businesses and
chairman, will sponsor the literature to each of the
Student Short Story contest. departments.
Club women and students, Bonnie Jones and Lois
grades nine through twelve, Keller showed the Murray
interested in entering a Woman's Club cookbook to
contest should contact that state park leaders at a
contest chairman for further meeting at Barren River State
Park and reported that cook".
Entries will be judged in books will be on sale at the gift
local and district contests shops at Kerilake,_ Kentucky
during the month of March. Dam, and Lake Barkley State
.
Winners of the district contest .Parks- this year:
Nominating Committee
will be entered in the state
Elected to the nominating
contest in Louisville April 18committee to prepare a slate
- 20. • - - -

The Olga Hampton Group Of Mary Kathryn Stark, Dorothy
the Sinking Spring Baptist Brandon, Mary Turner, and
Church Women met Monday, Lorene Owen.
February 7, at seven P.m. at
4,0//
the church with the president,
Maxine
PATIENT
HOSPITAL
Nance'Presiding' and.
Bio„ Brooks Doores of
Hattie Lee Galloway leading
the opening prayer.
-4k1Ciiiisey Route One 'was
Members set a special goal dianissed February 2 from
for the Annie Armstrong the Community Hospital,
Home Mission offering and Mayfield.
voted to furnish the meal for
DAGWOOD TRADITION
the Baptist Student Center
What's in a sandwich? Good
dinner on February 15.
Ruth Warren -chi-Med the nutrition and variety, as well
"Civilian as a cool way to prepare
program
on
Chaplaincy." Those taking summer meals. Let everyone
part were Faye Orr, Mildred be creative — just put out a
Crawford, Gladys Williamson. tray of enriched breads, sliced
meats, vegetables, relishes
and Hattie Lee Galloway.
A .new ,member welcomed and cheeses. Then watch your
was Ruth Dowdy. The prayer family stack up sandwiches
calendar was by Linda Cooper that satisfy their appetites as
with prayer by Gladys- well as a hearty portion of
Williamson. Also present were their daily nutrient needs.

toi

Three Lessons Preserved At Meeting
Of Friendship Club- At Adams Home

DISCOlIT 11111 11 CE1TERS
BEL-AIR CENTER
OPEN DAILY
9AM-1PM
1-6 SUNDAY

listermint
Mouthwash
18 oz.

$1.51 VALUE
SAVE 52'
Say-Rite's
Low Price

1
\r

Our Pharmacy
Offers The
Finest Service
its And The Same
Low Prices

te1.:::
:
:71:;*•:4"-!...'.7-:' • :;titti.i:1:•,.
.
,i'v,:t-I,44F

99'

Mrs. Michael Haley Honored
At Dexter-Hardin Church
-•

Listerine
With Free Super II Razor
32 oz.

$3.01 VALUE
•• • 1.1.!.;:k.

February Special!

This winter keep out
icy blasts...

of new general officers to be
elected in March were Cecelia
Brock, Sine Richardson, Dee
Ann Umar, Anna Ruth Harris;
and Dean Poston.
Lochie -Hart, general 'Club
representative to the Senior
Citizens organization, asked
for names of persons needing
help as to transportation, etc.,
in order to prepare for a
special grant being asked for
by the organization.
Irma LaFollette, chairman
of the Advisory Board, praised
the efforts of the kitchen staff
of the club house.
Announcement was made of
the Luncheon-Bridge party to
be held March 1 at 12:30 p.m.
at the club house as sponsored
by the Garden Department.
Others present were Brenda
Marquardt, Helen Kline, Jo
Burkeen, Oneida Boyd, and
VIrginia Stioheeker.

Ruth(g.arren I)ireets Progrum -it
Meet Of Olga Hampton Group

Say-Rite's
Low.
Price

Schick

SAVE $1.02 1

Super II
Cartridges
4 Cartridges
$1.39 VALUE
i
4":""-`09-`-Wi'44057

Sov-Rite s
Low Price

SAVE 61'

78'

\ Schick

and save up
to 32%on fuel bills
with The In-Sider*
STORM WINDOW.

Super Chromium
Double-Edge
Blades
5 Blades

Why Pay
More?
Shop And Save
At Say-Rite

$1.09 VALUE
•

SAVE $1.19

•

•••
,
,A• 1.

:J.' ..:
4:11'
.•'''):7-:•.:.trlrfA'..•
*
..,
t
.
Easy installation on iess titan
an hour ...from the inside.
in any weather.

•
ii „,cr• ;-..

. The In-Sider f411 be painted or
,
stained any color using latex
I I paint Of•tall, antiguing kit

Snap-in setap-ou feelers for
easy cleaning or storage

•'

c

'6., ofer
—
Fits any SIZ• wIrodow

deer mown
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keel* out $001 and dull

Look
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the
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today'
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Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St. — 753-2571
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Some Warm-Up Values

.The -111urray Ledger & Times
Walter I.. Apperson, publisher
•
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H. Gene MeCuteheon, editor
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Ed Freeman Hitch Hiked
To Washington To See FDR

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Eve,utis eVar President

United States Industrial Council
ToOAVS TOPIC: UNIONIZATION OF SERVICEMEN

HARRIGAN

possibility in the future, however.
The key element in a strong national
The armed forces aren't simply
defense is not military hardware but an
another 'industrial- occupation group.
-effective system of command. LaWfUl
They are the defenders of our freedom.
• orders of officers and nonMen and women who serve in the arcommissioned officers must be obeyed
med forces of the United States are
swiftly,and without,question.
sworn to defend the Constitution of the
. Such a system, essential to the needs
United States. They are the defenders
of armed forces serving a democratic
ofTheAmerican people. As such, they
Stiociety; cannot work if servicemen
can have only one loyalty - to the
- lietteve—tirat.----nrdErs
:
- - rules, and
Constitution and the lawful goverhment
regulations are subject to negotiation.
authorities under that Constitution.
This notion, if it-prevails, sui ely will
They have no right to negotiate with
produce a breakdown of discipline and
their country as to their duties or
/I collapse of combat-ready forces.
responsibilities or about the-conditions
Unfortunately, efforts are under way
orobedience to orders.
to make orders, rules, and regulations a
Unionization of the Military has been
niatter of labor union negotiation. U. S.
attempted in Western Europe with
'Sen. Strom Thurmond recently indisastrous results. Unionization of
formed the Senate that the American
soldiers and sailors is strong in the
Federation of Government Employes
Netherlands. As a result, the aphas amended its constitution to allow
pearance of the Dutch armed forces has
military members to join. Efforts to
become a scandal. Dutch troops are
sign up military men have begun in
unkempt, and their state of discipline is
such places as Fort Dix and McGuire
a matter of widespread concern,
Air Force Base in New Jersey, and Fort
making the effectiveness of these
[)evens, Massachusetts.
In view of this disturbing develop- . troops in battle highly questionable.
The American people certainly don't
ment, Sen. Thurmond has introduced
want a similar deterioration to take
Senate Bill 274 to prevent unionization
place in the U.Swarmed forces.
of the armed forces. Thirty-four
The American military have ensenators from both parties are cocountered many difficulties in recent
sponsoring this vital piece of national
years as a result of the general consecurity legislation.
dition of permissiveness in society.
Sen. ThurniOnd has made clear that
Only now, after much hard work, are
this isn't'a bill against unions. Rather,
the armed forces rebuilding the morale
it is a bill for a strong defense force
and effectiveness that were customary
"built upon a foundation of quick
in
times
when
responsiveness and discipline." As the
disciplineary
requirements were more stringent.
senator explained, "Our nation cannot
Unionization now would have'an
afford to put service personnel in the
especially strong impact on the pew
__position, of deciding whether their first
recruits who have the least contact with
allegiance is to the union boss or to their
military traditions and misssions, and
commanders and country."
who are most easily aroused to feelings
*Sen. Jesse Helms of North Carolina,
of injustice and grievance, as Sen. who is among the co-sponsors, has
Helms has noted. It would be a toragie
noted that "we must face the fact that if
development for the country's defense
an alternatiye authority is allowed to
forces if they now were exposed,
function, and to back up its demands by
through unionization, to a process of
propaganda or mass refusal to follow
questioningof authority and resistance
orders, then that alternative force
to lawful orders.
someday will become a threat to the
Given this situation, Sen. Thurmond
functioning of our defense."
and the 34 co-sponsors of S. 274 have
The present intentions of the leaders
performed a vital public service in
of the movement to unionize the
introducing this legislation. It is very
military may be sincere. They may not
important that the bill receive prompt
contemplate a strike against the lawful
committee approval and passage by the
-national authority in a time of national
full Senate in order to prevent the
crisis. The Congress and the country
undermining of discipline in the Army,
have to consider that as a real
Navy and Air Force.

Letters To The Editor

New Veterans Benefits
Dear Editor:
Many of the former servicemen and
women among your readers may be
eligible for a new Federal benefit which
could bring them an additional $292 to
more thAn $500 per month for nine
months.
Because these benefits are subject to
an expiration date, the Veterans
Administration is making every effort
to insure that all eligible veterans are
aware of them. Your assistance in
alerting those who may be affected will
be appreciated.
This significant increase in entitlement for GI Bill educational
benefits was approvedby Congress late
last year. The new provisions can have
a total potential value in excess of
$4,500 to married veterans with large
families.
Basically, the new -law provides nine
additional months of GI Bill eligibility
to most veterans originally entitled to
,36 months for VA educational
assistance.
The new legislation does not change
that portion of the law requiring that a
veteran must use his GI Bill benefits
within ten years of his discharge from
service. Therefore, Veterans who have
been out of the military service for ten
years are not eligible for the additional
benefits.
The Veteran4 Administration.
estimates that 6.1 million veterans are
currently eligible for GI Bill benefits,
including 3.8 million who have -used
part of their eligibility and 2.3 million
who have not taken advantage of it at
all.

Thanks
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the merrepers of St.
John's Episcopal Church,if would like
to thank the Murray Ledger dr Times
for your coverage of the 149th convention of the Episcopal Diocese of
Kentucky held in Murray on February
4. 5, and 6.
Our thanks also to the photographers
for their efforts.
Sincerely,
Norman A. Klapp,
t Treasurer
'St. JohirgYpig•copal Chirch

We are particularly anxious,
however, to reach the half-million men
"and women who have already used the
full 36 months of eligibility that was the
maximum entitlement prior to enactment of the new legislation. They may
now be entitled to an additional nine
months of educational benefits.
We urge all veterans eligible under
the criteria outlined above to contact
the Veterans Administration for further
details of this new entitlement.
Veterans in Kentucky should call,
visit or write the VA Regional Office,
600 Federal Place, Louisville, Ky.
40202. The toll-free telephone number is
listed in the telephone directory under
the LL S.Government listings.
Vern Rogers
Representative
Information Service
Midwest

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. sta. woo.,"Doe" Neddleston (D)
3327 Dirks
Washingtoa,

20510

U.S. S•11. Wendell N. ford (0)
4121 Dirks*. Bella,'
Washington, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Ilubbard, Jr.(D)
423 Canon Noose Office Bedding
Washington, D. C. 20515
All U S Senotors and Represenrahres
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 243l2l where a U S Capital
operator will connect you wrOs the of
ficial of your choice,

State Level
State Son. Richert! Weismoberger(D)
State Capitol Suiting
frankfort, Ky. 40601,
er
Roses 7, allayficW, Ky. 42066
Stets Rep. Kelm** C. loam (0)
State Capitol leading
franidisri, Ky. 40601
Of
201 S. 3rd St., Kerrey, ky. 42071
State Rep. Lloyd C. Oolip(D)
State Capitol Building
frendifort, Ky. 40601
or
P 0. Bo. IP, Wing., Ky. 420114

By M.C. Garrott
When I came to Murray State as a
student more years ago than I care to
remember, Ed Freeman was one of the
BMOCs ( Big Men On Campus). He was
editor of The College News, the student
newspaper, and president of thesenior
class. I. knew him, but he didn't know
me - a lowly freshman. He was one of
those fellows for whom we would step_
off the sidewalk whenever we met
Ed died not long ago in Nashville
after a long illness. He had been
managing editor of The --Nashville
Tennessean for 12 years before his
death, and the TA years before that he
was the paper's city editor.
He was a legend around the office of
The College News by the time L. J.
Hortin decided my grades were good
enough to enable me to work on the
paper. Ed had graduated and already
was out scratching his mark on the
world. One of the big stories they told
about him was about the time he hitch
hiked to Washington to interview
President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
He got the idea he ought to - and
could - interview Roosevelt, Who was
in his second term. After hitch hiking td
Washington, Ed presented himself at
the White Houte, told the guards at the
gate his story and succeeded in getting
in to see the President.
His plea, relayed to Roosevelt, was
that the President had been interviewed
many
times
by
newspapermen during his five years in
office, but never by a college
newspaperman who could convey his
views to the younger generation.
Roosevelt bought the idea, and Ed
interviewed- him. The interview was
promptly published in The College
News back here on•the Muffay campus.
++++++
When Ed graduated, he went to work
for The Ledger & Times,then asweekly
newspaper, and worked there for three
years as a reporter and as editor. In
1940, he answered a "help wanted" ad'
in a publishing journal and was offered
a job on the Inland Empire News at
Richland, Wash.
He still didn't have the kind of motley
to pay his way across country, so he
packed a small suitcase and hitchhiked
2,500 miles to his new job. He had
hardly begun his newspaper career on
the West (toast, though, before he was
back in this section of the country. He
had heard of an opening on the Tennessean, applied for the job and got it
before 1940 ended.
++++++
Ed hadn't been a member of the
Tennessean staff for many months
before the -United States was drawn into

10 Years Ago
Nancy Baker, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dale 0. Baker, senior at Murray
High School, has advanced to Finalist
standing in the 1966-67 Merit
Scholarship program, according to
Principal Eli Alexander.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, has been
invited by Secretary of Agriculture
Orville Freeman to attend the National
Farm
Policy
Conference
in Washington,D. C., on February 20.
About one hundred acres of land were
burned yesterday afternoon in a field
fire in the Clarks River Bottom northeast of Industrial Road.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Effie
-Wheeler and Mrs. C. T. Winslow,Sr.
Phyllis Cunningham, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Finney, and Henry
Armstrong, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Lee Armstrong, have been
named as Miss and Mr. Calloway
County High School for 1966-67.
The Murray State Racers beat
Morehead 99 to 89 in basketball with
Herb McPherson getting 26 and Dick
Cunningham getting 25 for the Racers.

20 Years Ago
R. L. Cooper, administrator of the
Calloway County Health Department,
said that only 39.2 per cent of population
under twenty years of age had received
their first polio injection. He urged,
parents to have their children immunized.
John l'itidom has been named as
chairman of the 1957 Easter Seal
Appeal for Crippled Children in
Calloway County.
Over $42,000 in acreage reserve
allotments will be paid by the ASC to
328 county farmers who signed applications for dark fired tobacco and
cotton on opening day Februny 12.
"Heavy rains have pulled the street
from beneath the end of the sidewalk at
the W. Z. Carter School," from the
column, "Seen & Heard AroundMtirray" by James,C. Williams.
The Murray State Racers beat the
Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders 86 to 80
in ba§ketball. Gerald Tabor got 22 and
Terrry-Da rnell got 21 for ate Racers.

World War II, and with the war he was
handed' one of the more unusual
assignments of his career as a reporter.
With the cooperation of the 'city administration, he was assigned to grow a
Victory Garden in Centennial Park,
which he himself was to work- he was
a pretty fair gardener- and report on
its piagress.
Ha tackled the task with enthusiasm,
going to the park daily to take care of
his plants, and many of his stories were
drawn from the comments and
questions of persons who stopped to
investigate 'the strange I spectacle of
vegetables sprouting in a public park.
After three years as a reporter on the
Tennessean, Ed became city editor and
was given the night desk, a man-killing
job on any metropolitan newspaper,
and it was that the first 10 years Ed held
it.
Every evening, Monday through
Friday, he would take over the desk at
5:30 or 6 o'clock and stick with the job
until the newspaper's city edition rolled
in the wee hours of the morning. Then,
every Saturday, he would arrive at 10 a.
rn for the "iron man" shift, working
both the day and night city desk, again
until the city edition was published late
at night.
He served two years as an officer in
the Navy during World War II, but he
went right back to his job with the
Tennessean.
He rarely got a chance to do much
writing himself, although he was one of
the best, but the kind of writing he
taught produced many top newsmen younger men on his staff whose names
later became familiar to newspaper
readers and4elevision. viewers across
the nation.
Twice, in 1968 and 1969, he was one of
40 newspaper editors selected as jurors
for the Pulitzer Prizes in journalism
three' of which were won by two other
former Hortin students, Gene Graham
and the late John Fetterman.
++++++
Ed
was a rare, dedicated
newspaperman. There are a lot of us
who wish we could have had the opportunity to work for and learn from
him.

Today In History
By The Associated Press '
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 15, the 46th
day of 1977. There are 319 days left in
,
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1898, the. U.S. Battleship Maine blew up in Havana
harbor. The Spanish-American war
followed.
On this date:
In 1564, the Italian astronomer
Galileo was born in the city of Pisa.
In 1764, St. Louis, Mo., was
established as a fur trading post.
In 1933, President-elect Franklin
Roosevelt
narrowly
escaped
assassination in Miami. A shot fired at
Roosevelt missed him but it killed
Mayor Anton Cermak of Chicago..
In 1942, in the Pacific War,Singapore
surrendered to the Japanese.
In 1962, the U.N. General Assembly's
political committee overwhelmingly
rejected a Cuban complaint that the
United States was planning an attack
against the island.
In 1973, the United States and Cuba
signed an agreement calling for the
prosecution or extradition of hijackers
of planes and ships.
Ten years ago: In a bitter three-hour
battle in South Vietnam, 243 North
Vietnamese were killed.
Five years ago: Attorney General
John Mitchell resigned his cabinet post
to direct President Nixon's re-election
campaign.
One year ago: The 12th winter
Olympics came to an end in Innsbruck,
Austria, with the Russians winning the
largest number of gold medals.
- Today's birthday: Songwriter Harold
Arlen is 72.

Let's Stay

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The following comes from the book
"Stories to Make You Feel Better" by
;
the late Bennett Cerf.
We think it fits the meaning of the
book's title Very well.
"One of the nicest stories I've heard
in a long time concerns a- writer who
through no fault of his own lost two fine
jobs in the space of a single year.
"First, the magazine on whieh • he
served as managing editor folded, and
then the newspaper to which be transferred was bought by an opposition
syndicate, and suspended publication
at once, with the casualty list embracing the entire staff.
"He came home to his wife and three
small sons, and told them ruefully,
'I'm out of a job again. The paper
stopped publishing with this evening's
edition.' The wife comforted him as
best she could. The three boys stared at
him round-eyed.
"Next morning the writer arose after
the boys had left for school and wandered into his study.
-In the wastebasket were the
remains of three china piggy banks. On
the dining-room table was a pile of
quarters, dimes, and nickels. There
was a crudely lettered sign under the
coins. It read, 'We believe in you,
Pop."
0+0
A TV actor, faced with the problem of
putting a bike together for his son,read
the instructions several times and still
couldn't figure out how to assemble it.
Finally, he took the instructions and the
parts to a handyman who did yard
work.
It wasn't long before the elderly
handyman had the bike in operating
condition.

"I don't under.stand," remarked the
do-it-yourself actor. "How did you
manage to put this thing together so
quickly without studying the instructions'?"
"Well, it's like this," the old man
said, "I don't knowhow to read -- and
when you can't read, you've got to
think!"

0+0
After spending $3 billion more than it
took in during the first five year of its
existence as a semi-autonomous public
corporation, the U.S. Postal Service
suddenly is making money.
The $36.3 million surplus from
operations in October and November
last year isn't much compared to the
billions- in earlier deficits, but it seems
to prove that revenue can be kept in
reasonable balance with the cost of
delivering the mail.
If the calculations of postal officials
are correct, we can count on mailing
letters with 13-cent stamps for at least
another year. The pace of inflation may
determine how long the 13-cent rate
survives.
Postmaster General Benjamin F.
Bailer credits the welcome appearance
of black ink in the Postal Service books
to a tightening of operations and better
fiscal mdbagement.
Keep it up, Mr. Bailar. This may be
the light at the end of the tunnel.
• 0+0
The liberal of 1977 is less liberal than
his predecessors of 1967, but he is the
same about money -- seeing two sides
to 'every question about it, which is to
say - he likes to pass out the people's
money on one side of the cashier's
wicket and then run around to the other
side to get his share.

Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County

I wonder
The following was sent to us by a
,
reader:
"As I sit looking out on the late afternoon snow coming down relentlessly, whipped by the wind into a
frozen wasteland, I wonder about you.
The other day you dumped a small
kitten out on a city street. You put it
out, perhaps, with a farewell pat and a
wish for "luck" in finding a new home,
and you drove away, hoping that your
problem of what to do with the kittens
had been solved.
- Now, aS -you tto watch the snow
coming down from. your warm home, I
wonder if you are thinking about the
kitten. I wonder if you are wondering
where it is, and how it is getting along.
Perhaps you picture it stretching
contentedly in front of an electric
heater, warm and drowsy in its newfound security, well fed and healthy.
Perhaps it -purrs gratefully and flexes
its claws now and then to show its affection toward its new owner.
Perhaps you wonder if, after you
pushed it out of the car, it tan
unheedingly into the street and was
crushed beneath the wheels of an
automobile which didn't bother to stop.
Perhaps the snow and cold mean
nothing to it now.
Perhaps you picture it huddled
against the foundation of a nearby
building, shivering and hungry as it
tucks its feet and nose beneath its body
in an effort to keep warm,to survive, its

body to-Vereu with wet, cold snow.
Perhaps you picture it as I found it
the next morning, stiff and cold and
dead.
Perhaps you don't wonder at all."
The peak season for litters of kittens
and puppies is approaching. By AV,
hundreds of unwanted kittens and pups
will be bidding for a few good homes.
The rest will become the pitiful,
Wandering strays we see all too
frequently. NOW is the time to do the
humane thing; now is the time to
exercise your responsibility as a pet
owner. Please have your female dog or
cat spayed as soon as possible.
If you would like to comment on the
"Humanely Speaking" columns, would
like more information about the
Humane Society, or would like to make
a contribution toward its work, please
write to the Humane Society of
Calloway County, PO ,Box 2934,
University Station, Murray, Kentucky
42071.

Bible Thought
. . . the Lord thy God hath chosen
Thee to be a special people unto
himself. Deuteronomy 7:6.
St. Peter calls us a "peculiar
people." Are you so different from ----the world that the world recognizes
you belong to One who chostt you'
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Well

Diabetes And.Abdominal Pain
By FJ L Blasmgarne, M D
Q: Mrs. G2. writes that her
teen-age nephew was hospitalinsd a few weeks ago with abdominal pain
He was thought- urgave appendicitis however, in the course of
his work-up at the hrtspital, he
was found for the first time to he
a severe diabetic
his iairgery was canceled, and
his pain was relieved when his
'diabetes was treated
Mrs GI. wonders it she could
passably have the facts straight
-and if diabetes can cause
stomach cramps
A: Atildomtnal pain can
develop in uncontrolled
diabetics and can mimic acute

appendicitis Such symptoms are
more often associated with a •
condition of acidosis ia build-up
of ketones and acids in the blond
from inadquate in.sulin These
patients iiften have had a loss of
fluids from PXCeSSIt-t` urination
and may show excessive thirst
Because of the seventy of the ah-lumina' pain. it may receive the
ttpripai

Arose Tirlysihim not to inquire

carehillv almolo Sher ,
:vruptrims

Your nephess's experience
show', the import,inci• of a
careful work up to try to heThrlain of the diagnosis hefore proceeding with surgers

Discussing Financial Stress
with Children
Q.• %try; 7%i Al writes that she
and her husband are having a
grea\ deal ot trouble making
ends meet financially Their
three children (ages 9, 12. and 14,
have more needs that require
money She asks ‘k NI her the
children shrrild he included in
discussions regai ding (winds
money problem, She ssonders if
such participation will make the
children feel insecure
A: To the contrary, facing
family financial problems
openly. honestly and frankly is
educational and should be good

training in coping with such
matters They come In all of its,
and children who learn to face a
lean budget are far better prepored than those who are not
chndit toned to do'so
Keep in mind that vou need
not share exceszase details—and
all your frustrations It is essain
hal that the children note a
determination on the part ol
their parents to meet the financial problems with the, entire
family svorlung;_together Such
icandor• usually will make
children feel reassiii isl. and
their response will probably he
s.holesorne and cooperat is e
err I

•
't .•

'
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HOSPITAL nog)
2-10-77
Adults 134
Nursery 2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Norma J. Harris, Rt. 3,
Murray,. Mrs. Sharon L.
Gibson and Baby (irl, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Carla A. Hill
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Vernita Blanton. 104kt
Miss
Murray,
Spruce,
Deborah M. Martin, .100
Spruce, Murray, Ralph A.
Miller, Rt. I-, Dexter, Mrs.
Wanda S. Griggs, Rt. 9,
Benton, Mrs. Wanda L. Jones,
Rt. 6, Murray, Kelly Jones,
1654 Calloway, Murray, Mrs.
Mildred K. Canady, Rt. 5,
Murrray, Mrs. Rebecca J.
Vaughan, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Mrs. Ruby Tucker, Box 618,
Cadiz, Mrs. Audie M. Nix, 1108
S. 16th., Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth R. Horton. Rt. 2.
Buchanan, Tn., Brent W.
Galloway, 2201 College Fm.
Rd., Murray, Jack Hixon, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Minnie I.
Sykes, 8- 18 Hurt Dri, Murray;
Mrs. Fanhie Snow, Rt. 7,
Mayfield.

Special Buys
;°0!9SES Bought Especially
To Save You Money

Central Center
Nears: 10-1 &gadfly 1-9
Prices food Wed. Ebro Sat.

These are just a few of the Many Special Buys you'll find through-out your Roses
family store. Come brouse! Come shop!Come Save!!! We offer quality at savings!
•
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
UOV
ISERCI4ANONIS

RO6E'S STORES. Mr

2-11-77
Adults 135
Nursery 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
McDowell
Boy
Baby
Mother Elizabeth), Rt. 1,
Murray, Baby Girl Craig
(Mother Sandra), Rt. 5,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Joyce D. Cannon, No.
258 Riviera Courts Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy M. Wyatt, Rt. 2
Bx. 147 Murray, Mrs. Joyce
Harper, Rt. 3 Murray, Mrs.
Sharon S. Howe, 640 Wilson
Dr. Paducah, Miss Debra A.
Giipton, Rt. 1 Bx 90 Murray,
Mrs. Margaret L. Lemonds,
Bx. 1353 Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Barbara N. Ramsey, Rt.8 Bs.
780 Murray, Mrs. Shirley J.
McLeod, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Betty R. Carver, 1107 So. 16th,
St., Murray, Mrs. Betty
Thompson, Rt. 8 Bx. 79A,
Murray,Rudolph J. Smith,903
Fairlane Dr. Murray, Mrs.
Louise M. Carroll, 505 No. 5th
St., Murray,. Mrs. Bonnie S.
Sthith, Bx. 54 Dexter, Mrs.
Rutrt. Todd, 506 No. 1st St.,
Murray,- Glynn Cunningham,
Rt. 5, Murray, Oscar. L. Hale,
807 N. 19th St., Murray, Miss
Louise Hopkins,205 Molton St.
Hattie
Miss
Hickman,
Vaughn 624 Ellis Dr. Murray,
Mrs. Margie A. Winchester,
626 Broad, Murray, Mrs. Vida
Skaggs,672 Ellis Dr., Murray,
Alford M. Wolfson, 310 No.
14th. St. Murray, T. C.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Murray,
Kenneth Keel, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mrs. Carrie H. Behrne, 319
Irvan, Murray.
. 2-12-77
Adults 134
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Rollins (mother
Carolyn), Rt. 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Martha J. Pace, 23 Orchard Heights Murray, Mrs.
Pearly A. Bruske and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Puryer,
Mary B. Miller, 755 Riley Ct.
Murray, Mrs. Margaret E.
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, tommy Starks; Rt. 6
Bx. 55 Murray, Rexie W.
Jackson, Hardin, Mrs. Mary
V. Warman, Rt. 4 Bx. 400C.
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dean F.
Turner, 210 No. 8th St.
Mayfield, Miss Regina J. Fox,
Bx.22 Dexter. Miss Tammy B.
Gallimore, 158 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, J. T. Burton, Bx. 116
Puryear, Mrs. Betty L.
Meadows, 730 Fairlane Dr.
Murray, Mrs. Betty E. Reed,
Rt. 1 Hardin, Charles Cora,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Judy A.
Owens, Rt. 5 Mayfield, James
L. Duncan, Rt. 1 Alrno, Mrs.
Nellie M. Burkeen, Rt. 1
Dexter, Lucien W. Imes,
Aline. Roosevelt Paschall, Rt.
2 Puryear, In., William L.
Nanny (expired), Rt. 2 Bx. 352
Murray.
WRITING FELLOWSHIPS
WASHENGTON API — The
National Endowment for the
Arts recently announce44ellowships totaling $990,000 to 165
creative writers.
Chairmalq Nancy Hanks said,444
"These fellowships will enable
fiction writers, poets, playwrights and essayists to devote
additional time to the development of their professional capabilities."
\ •
The fourth longest river system in the world is the Ob River and its tributary, the Irtysh,
which flows some 3,500 miles
-across Siberia, says National
Geographic.
The United States adopted a
uniform national currency
1863. Before that time each authorized bank printed its own
-currency with its own designs.

B
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chording Is not in Nock RoeSe
teem •rain check on request Ihelca
be wed to each*,the marctentase
matottandise
C Ms lab Once eaten
ristable. or censurable ma
chine* wal tie dewed * • conPend* reduced once N.the honest
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PILLOW COVER

KWIK KOVER

100% cotton pillow cover with zipper Fabric
is washlost colorfast sunproof and dust
tight Reg SI 44

Self-adhesive plastic covenngs for cabinets.
bookcases desks. walls. almost anything
Available in many exciting colorful patterns 3-yd
rolls SAVE 23*.

sraft.

•

ROLL

LADIES'
TOPS
Several Styles
and Colors
Available

STATIC GUARD
Won't Stain or Discolor.
Instantly Eliminates
Static Cling

$200

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

leg.$4.14

FAMOUS NAME

with

BRANDS

A
Soft I Dr1 with Fro* Shaver- A free Daisy Disposable
Shaver with a purchase of 5-oz (net wt) Soft & Dri AntiPerspwant Available in Regular or Super Dry.
V05 Shampoo a rich shampoo made*with 5 special
ingredients PH adjusted to the natural balance of your hair
Normal or Oily 15-fluid ounces
Agre• Crome Rinse - Help stop the greasies with New
Agree Creme Rinse and Conditioner. Available in Extra
Body w /Balsam, Regular or Extra Oily.
Extra Hold Got Sot- For super body arid a lasting hold get
Get Seto hair setting lotion in fingertip spray bottle 8-fluid
ounces
Close-Up Toothpaste - Super whitening toothpaste and
mouthwash all IV one New Fresh Mint or Regular flavors
Net weight 2.7-ounces

680
990
280

VOS N Spray - For a hold you can't get with any other hair
spray Contains Veron Available in Regular or Hord to
Hold Net wt 9 ounces Reg $I 57

MEN'S
LONG SLEEVE

SHIRTS

CLOROX
_BLEACH

Rog. $4.91

68c

BITE SIZE

MILK CHOCOLATE

KNEE HI'S

CANDIES

CHERRIES

These stockings are knit of a
miracle stretch fiber that really
then'topped
holds its shape
by a comfort top band. First
quality 100% nylon. One size fits
al.

$597
$12.97 Values

SAVE 17C

SAVE 34it

SPECIAL

SPALDING
BASKETBALL

Gallon Size
ROSES
LOW
PRICE

0
0
2
$

COMFORT TOP

Delicious bite size Candies
from Peter Paul. Select Mounds, Almond Joy, York Mints or
Power House. All individually
packaged, then sealed in 12oz. inet wt.) bags.

Whole cherries covered in "rich
milk chocolate and a delicious
creamy filling from Brock Good
for after-school snacks or partY
pick-uos. Net weight 10-ounces

GULF-PRIDE

MOTOR
OIL

ONE GROUP OF

LADIES'HOUSE
SHOES

5/$300
$100
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Tip Gives Racers 79-77 Comeback Win At' Tech

Blasingame Takes Turn
At Being 'Miracle Mare
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

worked it out front until about
"But I never felt good about
10 seconds left. Then Woolard the whole game. With our win
drove to the middle and ap- at East Tennessee Saturday,
peared to put up a shot that we had clinched a spot in the
flew over the rim and into the OVC Tournament and I think
hands of Blasingame who put the game was a bit anup the rebound with four ticlimactic for us.
seconds left and that wrapped
"I thought Teclf did a fine
up the win.
job, especially when you
Tech called a timeout with
two seconds left but Warren
Ofiecjell the in botkridS pass

consider the kind of year they
are having. But once it got into
the overtime, I didn't think
we'd lose it," Overfon added.
Overton said his club would
have to get tougher on the
boards and play with more
aggressiveness under the
basket if they are to win the.

OVC,Tournament.
"When we play with intensity, we can play with a lot
of folks. But when we don't,
Ebenezer .Baptist could beat
us.
"After all these close
games, I've began to ;pink
that someone is really looking
out for us. When we were •
losing over the past two years,
I think it was just supposed to
be that way.
"Maybe we're wily meght to win 17 games this year, I don't
know. But that's how I feel
about it.," I just think certain
things are meant to be," the
philosophical coach added.
Mike Muff finished with 22
points.for the Racers while
Blasingame, who carried the
offense and defense for much .
of the game, added 19.
Warren, Woolard and Randall
all scored 10 while Wilson
added eight.
For Tech, which is now 1-10
in the league and 7-16 overall,
Porter had a sensational
game, finishing with 25 points
and 15 rebounds.
The Racers,now 17-6 overall
and alone in second place in
the OVC with a 9-2 mark, will
get a rest until Saturday when
they host a much-improved
Western Kentucky team.
of course, the
And
Hilltoppers will be out to gain
revenge for their 89-87 loss in
double overtime earlier in the
league season at Bowling
Green.

Fred Overton has never
received a nicer Valentine gift
in his life.
Instead of the itift being
wrapped, the gift did some
wrapping. And the gift was a
tipin in the final seconds by
Zach Blasingame and it
wrapped up a 79-77 overtime
WtH for -MUrrecy, Sltffe -at
Tennessee' -Tert -Monday
•'Grover tried passing the
night.
ball to me and I wasn't ex"Don't ask me hew we done pecting it,". Blasingame said.
it. I'm not really sure,"
.caught the ball when it'
Overton told d group. of came off the right side of the
sportswriters after the game. rim. Bobby Porter was betIt was the typical -Rarer ween me and the basket but I
miracle.
just powered my way inside,"
— With 55 seconds left in the Blasingame added.
game,6-8 Tech forward Bobby
was .. by no - means a
Parter hit from -inside and the brilliant showing by the
Golden Eagles htid a68-63 lead Racers but on the other hand,
and seemingly had the win considering they were playing
locked up.
on a warped floor and in a gym
But Middle Tennessee smaller than a lot of high
Kentucky schools, it wasn't really too
Western
and
seemingly had wins locked up bad.
too. And just as in those
The most impressive thing
games, the miracles started was
rebounding.
the
happening in the final minute. Blasingame had nine and Muff
With 25 seconds left in eight while Skeeter Wilson,
a rebound.
YOU TAKE IT 'GROVE — John Randall (21)looks at Grover Woolard as he snatches
play, Mike Muff hit Grover Woolard and the 6-1
regulation
State.
Murray
of
(42)
Illosingorne
Zoch
In the background are Bobby Porter (34) of Tech and
jumper and it was Warren all had seven
short
a
on
Staff Photos by Mike Brancloo)
68-65. Then with 19 seconds rebounds.
left, John Tatum hit one of two
Wilson was exceptionally
free throws after being in- impressive. Besides his seven
tentionally fouled and Tech rebounds, he also added eight
held a 69-65 lead.
points in his 14 minutes of
Grover. Woolard drove playing time.
down the floor and put up a 15The Racers looked like they
foot jumper that made it a 69- _ were out for a Sunday afarmy Pao
_.
game with 15 seconds left. ternoon drive during the first
tp
fg-fga ft-fta rb
67
GarlanW-S44
Gary
but
overtime,
DePaul
64 8 3 22
.
8-20
wason
time in eight days as
'Muff
By BARRY WILNER
And on the play, Blasingame half. Sluggish and perhaps a
19
2
9
34
8-17
two
Blasmgarne
stunned the Warriors 73-72 in - four points and Corzine's
was fouled.
, • AP Sports Writer
0-0 7 1 8
4-4
bit down, they watched Tech
ahead
DePaul
put
throws
free
15
No.
10
0
7
0-0
overtime,
5-14
Warren
plasingame missed the f- ree
Kentucky is the No. 2 doulle
30-18 lead with less
2-2 7 1 10
4-12
Woolard
Western for good in the second extra throw but John Randall roll out to a
beat
basketball team in the nation. Detroit
0-0 3 3 10
'5-10
than five minutes left in the
0-0 1 0 0
0-2
. .
.ett
arrdlii
ill
HRan
3
the Michigan for the first time in period.
Unfortunately, for
rebounded and he missed a. half.
0-0 0 0 0
0-0
20th
their
won
Titans
The
short - shot... Then -Muff
Wildcats,they also are No. 2 in history 86-64, 19th-rated VMI
34-79 11-13 47 17 79
Totals
But with Wilson providing
game,lifting their
consecutive
ConSouthern
T.á
,the
Tionne•
clinched
back"
Conference.
ball
n
the
the Southeaster
rebounded, put
the spark on the boirds, the
itfga ft-fta rb OAP
regular-season record to 21-1, the best ever for in and tied the game at 69
The Wildcats demolished a ference
1-2 0.0 6 3 2
Racers came back and trailed
team:
Detroit.
of
6-10 1-1 7 2 13
strong Florida team 104-78 championship with an 83-68 a University
apiece, sending it into the only '32-28 at intermission.
11-25 3-3 15 3 25
11-20
Porter
scored 28 points,
extra five-minute -period.
Monday night at -Lexington, victory ov'er Davidson, Notre John Long
14 04 4 2 2
There were six ties and six
18 in the second half,
THE WINNER — Zech Biesingente of the Rimers powers in1 2 12
6-11
„Muff opened the overtime lead changes in the second
Ky., raising their season's Dame took Butler 97-74 and including
19.
6712 1-2 3 2 13
Terry Duerod added
HaniTatBlajura7kpion
side end tips in the winning basket in overtime. Mesingeme
with a short jumper then John half.
record to 19-2 and their SEC Indiana State, Ind., won its and
0-0 3 2 10
5-10
Howell
had 19 paints and nine rebounds's-ill at Ames, carried the
0-3 0-0 0 0 (1
&slit:41;r
Randall came up with a slam- '
record to 11-1. But Kentucky 20th game of the season,
be very honest about it,
The VMI Keydets drew a
36-76 84 41 16 77
Racers with his superb piny.
Murray
14th-ranked easing past Eastern Michigan
and
trails
rebound
still
dunk
28 41 10-79
were
Murray
we
thought
really
never
I
the
of
round
first
the
bye in
beat 87-68.
32 37 4-77
(Swot moms,by lAiluy.burbya)
Tech
held a 73-69 lead.
Tennessee, which
out of it," Overton said.
postConference
Southern
outlasted
DeFaul
tie
to
managed
finally
Tech
Mississippi 87-75 and has a 12-1
tournament thanks to
Marquette, as Dave Corzine. season
77 apiece with
conference record.
straight triumph. the game at
21st
their
Ron
and
Porter hit on a
1:14
left
when
Florida Coach John Lotz has poured in 26 points
That winning streak is a state
little doubt that Kentucky is Norwood added 23. The game record and the team's 22-1 three-point play. The Racers
was tied 60-60_ with 3;17 left in
the top SEC team,however.
took the ball downcourt and
mark is a VMI record.
"They have the talent to win regulation when Norwood hit a
began to slow it down, hoping
a last-second shot. But
the national championship," jump shot. Marquette held the
for
Ron Carter led VMI with 26
Lotz said after Kentucky's ball until 30 seconds were left,
Murray committed a walking
Bynum
Will
was
it
but
backcourt combination of when Gary Rosenberger points,
violation and Tech got the ball
who keyed the victory.
Larry Johnson and Truman missed a layup.
back and took a timeout with
Notre Dame hit on nearly 60
Norwood's shot with five
Claytor combined for 47
32 seconds left.
downing
shots in
points. "I don't think San seconds remaining was short per cent of its
Then came the play of the
Francisco I the top-ranked and Corzine's rebound shot Butler.
game. Warren came up with a
Larry Bird of Indiana State steal on the inbounds pass
team in the country could rolled off the rim, forcing the
40 poiiits as the
scored
come in here and play them. overtime.
play and the Racers had the
Bo Ellis tied it 66-66 with 18 Sycamores-3444 their 20th ball.
I'm not sure that San Frangame.
Woolard
and
cisco could beat them seconds left in the first consecutive home
Warren
anywhere."
.
Tennessee stayed in first
place in the conference., as
Bernard King scored 22 of his
35 points in the second half
after Mississippi had taken a
44-42 halftime lead. Ernie
Grunfeld added 23 points for
the Volunteers.
Elsewhere, ninth-rated
The Calloway County girls'
Laker scoring with 14 points played well and' stuck with
Marquette lost for the second
basketball team claimed its
and also grabbed down 13 Mayfield for the first half, fell
third consecutive win by
rebounds. Susie Imes added 10 47-41 to the Cardinals Monday
night. The loss leaves the
'Acing a 42-40 Win Monday
points.
,:ight over Mayfield in Jeffrey
For Mayfield, Jan Shelton frosh with a 5-7 mark.
iCct
f
Gary Emerson spaced the
;ymnasium.
tossed in 12 points while Kim
4.1A
.°4
(
scoring with 11 points.
Calloway jumped out to a -Ray added 11.
:11LISZAK(11.
The Murray-Calloway girls'
iuick lead and-never trailed in
High-scoring guard Barbara
WIRD Of SHIM
he entire contest, though the - Pryor, who came_ into the nnatchup Thursday will mark
score was close most of the
game averaging around 15 the third meeting between the
second half.
points per outing, Was held to teams. In the previous two
For Your
At the end of the first period, Just three points.
contests, the Tigers and
cold in Lakers have split close
the Laker girls were coasting
•
out
pretty
ihre
came
Life
along with a 9-2 lead and at the third quarter and they had decisions.
Health
intermission, Calloway held a
the Momentum going," Laker.
lead.
•24-15
coach Marianne Davis saki.
Mayfiall
Home
fg ft pf tp
-- Bill the third- quarter, as it
0 3 5 3
a
had
Ross
Pryor
Rose
thought
'I
Car
has been several times this
Ray5 I 3 I t
Both
Pinner:
as
aid
i.lacne
good
2 3 2 7
Hume
season, proved to be a bit of an
or
Farm
them played the last part of Shelton
6 0 2 12
obstacle for the. Laker girls-. of
7
2
3
Powell
the
the third quarter and all of
Business
Calloway was outscored 15-6
16 8 14 40
with four fouls. t, Totals
Enjoy a regular order of delicious Burger Queen
Cabovrey
in that frame and going into fourth quarter
•
GET THE SHIELD
ft pf tp
in
fg
came
Overbey
"Renee
at
tied
was
it
the last quarter,
Onion Rings for only 35C during our Onion Ring Sale.
2 2 4 6
Ross
and did a fantastic job. She got Imes.
3 b 1 10
to apiece.
A ringer of a sale for good neighbors like you!
six points and played a really l'umer
5 4 4 14
The Lakers pulled oui in the
Ronnie Ross
0
2
0
0
M
McKenzie
defensive game," Coach
final frame and though the good
C McKenzie
1 0 2 2
Davis added.
210 E. Main
.4 2 2 2
Winchester
score was close, the outcome
was
.
she
said
0 1 6
R
also
Overbey
_ Davis
Phone 753-0.18i#
was never really in doubt.
1 0 0 2
her-team's Todd
with
pleased
quite.
0 0 1 0
• Felicia Pinner paced the
att
free throw shooting.
15 12 17 42
Totals
15 10-40
13
Mayfield
2
Laker
From the field, the
9 15 6 12--42
Callowm,
were outscored by two
girls
See Marjorie Major
points but from the free throw
Ffesboon Geese
frovel Consullonf
•
(uneven)
line, the Lakers fired in 12 of
I 12 12 14--46
Calloway
16 to account. _ for the dif- TnKK Co
8 12 7 6-35
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
i
Lamb
2. Furl. 2.
Calloway 146
ference.
12.
Scott
4,
Emerson
NEEDS.
TRAVEL
YOUR
ALL
The win made up for an wards 10 and traham 6Paschall 10, EdNo Charge by us.
earlier loss to Mayfield back
Trigg 115 -- Crenshaw 6, Williams 4.
Price same as direct.
'ossey 6, Boyd 4, Acree fond Cli111 11.
in December.
For Information and
Freshmen Gene
Thursday afternoon. the
(lAymbry)
North 12th St.
Travel Literature call
Laker girls will get a tough Ntayfield
12 12 10, 13-4t
11 10 6 10- 41
•
153-6060(4646)
test as they host Murray High. Calloway —47I Mna way 11. Glover 7,
Mayfield
who. House Office IlisOdiwg•
game Kerr
freshman
The
5, Pyle 6, Puckett 8, Williams 8 and
711 MOM Street
2,
• Thursday will begin at 3:30 p. Biggers
, Calloway 41 -- Lamb 2, FUrr 5.
m. in Jeffrey Gydlnasium.
rnerson 11, 5mothermin 2, Scott 6.
The Laker freshmen, who Paschall I,Edwards 3and Graham 4

Florida Coach Says Kentucky
Should Be Rated Atop Polls

•61

Onion Ring

Laker Girls Coast To
Third Consecutive Win
1

d„fr.p, . 35c

t

1,- FAR LAMS TRAVEL, AGESCI

Offer expire:
Feb. 29,1977

Good only at:
Burger Queen'of Murray

4101
41
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imul Kentucky Moves Into
Second Place In Poll

(
MURRAY LEDGER es TIMES)

PORTS
Austin Peay Romps To
Win, Middle Defeated
By The Associated Press
downed Eastern Kentucky 85Austin
Peay
almost 76, the Hilltoppers' ninth
crammed a season's worth of straight win over their arch
success into a single evening, rival.
_
—hut Murray's Mike Muff and -In tiller games involving
7srh ...111asingana•-•-pii4 -*- Kentucky--teams;-Untan
damper on the party.
dumped Transylvania 86-70,
In the process, the two Georgetown edged Centre 68Murray forwards kept their 66 and Kentucky 'Wesleyan
team within striking range of rolled over Campbellsville
Austin Peay in the Ohio-lialley .111-92.
•
Conference.basketball race.
Trailing by four _points with
Austin Peay stopped East just 19 seconds left in
Tennessee 72-59 Monday to regulation, Murray-forced an
run its league leading OVC overtime on Grover Woolard's
record to 10-1, while Murray jumper and Muff's tipin. In
needed an overtime to edge the extra period, Blasingame
cellar-dwelling Tennessee broke loose for the winning
Tech 79-77 for its ninth league points on a tipin with just four
win against two losses.
seconds remaining.
A Murray loss would have
Muff had 22 points and
all but clinched the title for Blasingame added 19 for
Austin Peay, which would Murray,now 17-6 overall.
have held a two-game lead
Calvin Garrett led four
with only three conference double figure scorers with 16
matches remaining. But now points as Austin Peay won its
it looks like the regular season 20th game of the year against
crown won't be decided until three losses. Austin Peay led
the two leaders collide Feb. 26. 46-36 at halftime and held that
In other OVC action Monday margin most of the second
night, Morehead knocked half.
Middle Tennessee out of title
Herbie Stamper poured in 26
contention with a 74-67 ver- points as Morehead dropped
dict, and Western Kentucky Middle Tennessee two games

Every Wednesday
is Chicken Pickin'
Day
3piece Combination Dinner Box

$14
9
•
3

Pieces of Chicken
Potatoes & Gravy
Coleslaw • Hot Roll
R eg S 1 99

Kentucky fried Ckicken®
Murray- Mayfield

behind Austin Peay. The
Eagles put the game away
with i 13-0 spurt in the final
five minutes that _turnetta
58 Middle lead into a safe 7140
advantage ftrM&eheat
Bob Martin had 19 points
and Charlie Joyner 17 for
Middle, which fell to 8-3 in
league play and 16-6 overall
Morehead clinched a -fourth_place _finish_
and an OVC
tournament berth - by
raising its record to 7-4 in the
league and 12-8 overall. Aaron Bryant scored 26
points and grabbed 17
rebounds to lead Western to
only its fourth OVC win, half of
which have been at Eastern's
expense. Western led 42-32 at
the half and enjoyell a 17 point
margin midway through the
second half.
Kenny Elliott had 17 points
for Eastern, which ig 1-10 in
the leagae and 5-15 overall.

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Second-ranked • Kentucky
has convinced Coach John
Lotz of Florida.
"They have the talent to win
the national championship,"
Lotz said Monday night after
the Wildcats dealt his Gators
their worst defeat of the year,
104-78.
"I don't think San Francisco
could come in and play them
here and I'm not sure that San
Francisco could beat Kentucky anywhere," Lotz added.
Kentucky soared into
second
place
in
The
Associated Press poll today
behind unbeaten San Francisco, but the Wildcats still
rink No. 2 in the Southeastern
Conference race, one-half
game behind No. 14 Tennessee, which protected its
lead with an 87-75 comeback
victory oyez.Mississippi.
In other SEC action Monday
night, Stan Pietkiewicz scored
six points in overtime as
Auburn trimmed Vanderbilt
76-71 and Louisiana State
held Georgia to only four
points in the final nine minutes
to register a 75-69 comeback
triumph over the Bulldogs.
Alabama, which rose from
• seventh to fourth in The AP

v Drapery by Aero
Lighting by Thomas
v-Shades by Clopay
v Unfinished Furniture by Kerns
Fireplace Equipment by Hart
All Major Floor Covering Lines
(Armstrong -G.A.F., Cong-Air, Manning)

v Carpet by Major Companies
(Over 500samples on display)
V Wall Paper, (Over 1,000 Rolls in stock prepasted & strippable)
i/Special Order Wallpaper
(Over 200 books to select from)
A/ Kitchen

Cabinet (custom made by Schmidt')
I/ Paints by Hy-Klas
A/Bathroom Accessories by Kerns
Visit our new gift shop for the unusual gifts.
for showers - parties or for your home.

We offer a complete decorating service for your new or existing
home. We will be glad to help in all of your selections at no cost or
obligation, of course.

New

(Sniff Photos by Mike Enondos)

Vols Protect Slim Lead With
Comeback Win Over Old Miss

Murray's most complete decorating center offers you
the following decorating accessories ...

sorneehirlif

WITH THE LEFT - Mike Muff (40) of the Racers lets fly with
a jump shot and uses his left hand in the process. Defending is
Tech's Bobby Porter while Zilch Blosingame of the Racers is
positioned under the bucket.

*Upholstery Material
*Mirrors

'Del:-Air Decor\

—By"TlitrAlsaeURNII-Prets
ucky
and
UCLA exchanged places in this
week's Associated Press.Top
20 college basketball poll, the
Wildcats rising to second and
the Bruins falling to third.
•
Kentucky, 18-2, beat Florida
State 27-57 and Auburn 89-82
last week, and received 846
points from a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
broadcasters, in voting announced today.
UCLA,
19-3,
beat
Washington State 65-62 but lost
to Washington 78-73 and
'tumbled -to third: The -Bruins
received 663 points.
Meanwhile, San Francisco,
2.5-0, defeated Nevada-Reno
92-76 and St. Mary's, Calif., 9982"and remained in first place
with 1,006 points. The Dons
colleeted 48 of the 51 firstplace votes, with Kentucky
getting one and UCLA two. - 'Alabama; 19-2 and No..7 a
week ago, beat Mississippi 7268 and Mississippi State 73-69,
and jumped to No. 4 with 530
points.
Michigan, 18-3, defeated
Minnesota 86-80 but lost to
Indiana 73-64 and remained
fifth. The Wolverines received
482 points.
The Rebels of Nevada-Las
Vegas routed Denver 106-84
and edged Louisville 99-96 in
leaping from 10th to No.6.
Wake Forest, 19-3 and fourth
last week, lost to Clemson 7066 °before beating North

Bowling
Standings
Diller or Dollar
Ladies Fru Murrung

- Bowler* +evade
Rul/d.gr. managed- only.
+014.- and Mississippi .. State
Team
W
one field goal and two free Key
were idle.
Used Cars
50
34
Shoemaker Seed Co
Lotz said Kentucky's throws the rest of the way.
50
34
Astro('Sr Wash
46
36
Ktnny Higgs paced- the Crawford's Shell
defense was the difference in
38',
Bengals, 12-10, with 19 points, Harpole's Grocer)
the game.
+4
40
Paradise Kennels
13
41
scoring
eight
of his team's last JI Todd Used Cars
-They didn't really have to
42
42
run their pffense because they 10 points, Tony Flana_g_an had, D & D. Body Shop
40
44 •
Corvette',Ries
.
38 " 46 •
had so many fast breaks,-'-' 21 for Georgia,2-11 and 8-14. ,
-73751 - -4Sti
Lotz said. "We had too many The game was interrupted CarloeBiack,Jr Painting
35
49
-3a -AT
turnovers to beat a great twice 'by'fights-early in the Don'a•Aute
High Team Game 0 SC 1
,
running team like Kentucky." second half when Durrand Key Used Cars
641
Crawford's Shell
620
It was the 10th straight Macklin of 1St and Charlie AstroCar Wash
. .
High Team Game 0 HC $
triumph for the Wildcats, 111 Dorsey came to blows, with
Key Used Cars
801
in the SEC and 19-2 for the eartr-being- -ejected. Later in Crawford's Shell
the game Higgsand Georgia's Corvette Lanes
year.
High Team Series I.SC
...'
17
-73793
31
"It
just
helps
our Curtis Jackson got into a
Astro Car Wash
Key Used Cars
1720
momentum," said Wildcat skirmish.
Kennels
1665
Saturday's , schedule ParadiseHigh
Coach Joe Hall. "I don't look
Team Series 0 BC I
2265
for any kind of _a letdown features a televised showdown Astro Car Wash
Paradise Kennels
—253between Tennessee and Carlos
now."
Black Jr Painting
2232
Truman Claytor came off Alabama, 10-2 and 19-2, at i.srmthHw,h Ind Game SC)
239
the bench to score 22 points for Tuscaloosa. Other action has 4, Mary Barns
191
Jean
Bland
Auburn
at Florida, Georgia at
190
Kentucky, Larry Johnson
High Ind Game $Hç
added 21 and Jack Givens and Mississippi State, Kentucky at Inis Smith
263
234
Rick Robey 15 each. Al Bonner [SU and Vanderbilt at Ole Jean B15nd
Mary Harris
227
paced the Gators with 23: Miss.
high Ind Series 0SC' $
Lois Sinith
.
•
. 600
Florida fell to 14-7 for the year
Jean Bland
516
and 7-6 in the conference.
i
M
Ans
a
r
y
smsth
Harris
,
'
•••••
411;
SKIING
High Ind' Series $ RC
.
Bernard King poured in 22.pf
SUN VALLEY, Idaho 672
his game-high 35 points in the Phil Mahre,
648
a 19-year:old Jean Bland
808
second half when Tennessee World Cup skier from White Terry Underhill.
.
High Averaged'
erased a 48-42 deficit to win.. Pass, Wash., took
Rice
166
the lead Sondra
.OLS
Srruth
166
Ernie Grenfeld added 23 for after the first slalom
run-in the Margaret Morton
156
the Vols, now 12-1 and 18-4. Joe men's U.S. National
Scott
156
Alpine Pat
Nancy Todd
150
Kyles tallied 19 and Eugene Championships, while Becky Mary
Harris
149
Harris 17 for Ole Miss, 1-10 Dorsey,.IV, of Wenham,
Jeanette Williams
148
Mass, Hilda
Bennett
147
and 9-13.
won the women's giant Donna Johnson
145
"Our boys may have looked
!Ands Jolvison
145
at Ole Miss as being at the
bottom of the league,' said
Vol Coach Ray, Mears. But
they are the best defensive
team we have played this
year. They played a tenacious .
man-to-man _defense, forcing
us into a let of turnovers
Meanwhile, Rebel Coach
Bob Wench,saying he didn't
want to take anything away
from Tennessee, criticized .
officials Bill Bennett and
George Strauthers, saying.
"Those two guys are-either too
old or too incompetent to officiate."

Auburn's victory was its
first at Vanderbilt since 1970
"It's surprising we -didn't
get into foul trouble tohighi.
but I'm glad we didn't because
up here one of our men usually
fouls out before they play the
national anthem," said Tiger
Coach Bob Davis. The Tigers held a two-point
lead in the closing moments
when Vandy's Mark Elliott
forced the overtime with a tipin at the buzzer that tier,it at
65.
Pietkiewicz then took over
with six of his 13 points as
Auburn moved into a fifth
place tie in the standings with
each with 5-8 records.

-Carolina State 84-77 and fell to beat St. Bonaventure and
seventh.
Wayne-351e, improving its.
Louisville, 18-3 after beating record to 204- and leaping to
Providence
68-64
and 15th.
Southwestern Louisiana 103-82 'Rounding out the Top 20
and -losing .to Nevada-Las were Providence, Arizona.
Vegas, fell from No. 6 to Clemson, VMI and Syracuse.
eighth.
By The Asso(iatell Press
Marquette, 16-3, lost to
The Top Twenty teams in
Cincinnati 63-62, then beat
The Associated Press college
Chicago Loyola 81-71 and basketball poll, with first-place
Manhattan 86-60, remaining votes in parentheses, season
records and total points_ Points
No.9.
Cincinnati, 18-3, upset based on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6Marquette and beat Eastern 5-4-3-2-1:
1.San Fran i 48)
25-0 1,006
Kentucky 78-60 and Georgia 2.Kentucky Ii
18-2
846
Tech 84-73, rising crom No. 12 3.UCLA 121
19-3
663
4_Alabarea
-494- 5-38
to 10th.-- 5
482
114
Arkansas, 224,-beat Tulane,. -Michigan
6.Nev-LV
20-2
464
Baylor and Rice, and jumped •T.Wake Forest
19-3
437
from 13th to 11th. Minnesota, 8.Louisville
18-3
421
18-2, lost to:Michigan before 9.Marquette
16-3
349
18,1 _._,316
defeating Ohio State and Iowa, 10.Cincinnati
11 Arkansas
22-1',
303
and fell from eighth to 12th.
12. Minnesotli
18-2
302
North Carolina, 17-4, heat 131qtairO1triii
17--4 '207;
Maryland arid' TulanE and 14.Teruiessee
174 -181
advanced from 14th to -13th. 15.Detroit. ,
,i1
88 20-3
84
Tennessee,17-4, lost to Florida 16 Providence
17.Arizona
18-3.- .67
and, • beat- Lousiana - State, 18.Clemson
18-4
36
falling from 11th to 14th.
19.VM1
21-1
24
19-3
20,
Detroit, 19th a week ago, 20.Syracuse

Prep Doubleheader Sets
For MSU Arena Tonight
There will be a high school doubleheader tonight in the
Murray State Sports Arena,
At 6:30 p.m., Murray High will take its 11-3 record against
15-5 Mayfield:
Mayfield has the tallest club in the Region this season and
the Cardinals have been improving with every game. In an
earlier meeting at Mayfield, Murray High managed to
escape with a 62-59 win.
The second contest will begin at approximately 8:15 p.m.
and will feature Calloway County and St. Mary.
The Lakers will be shooting for their 15th victory of the •
season.
llirre will be a single-admission rielte-ofIT30-Tor-dirults-- and one dollar-for students. ,
—
7
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This annooncemeru is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitatior
Of an offer to buy any of these securities,. :
The offering is made by the prospectus.

Now you can earn up

with CREDITHRIFT-InVektment Notes , —
Price: 10000
(Available in denominations of $100 or more)
,
Annual interest of 7/
3
4‘Ye to 9410... us payable quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of Sc.'),."10 or more) or, if the .
purchaser prefers interest is compounded -quarterly
and payable at maturity only. Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available
.

-

C
Maturity
•

Effective Annual Interest ilate it interest ea pow,—
in ,niive,si .5 pad
()wiriest, or monthly{
..

years
5 years
_ 2 years
10

pounded quarterly and
pawl at maliinty only[ ,

9.75%
8.75%
7.75%

10.11%
'9:04%
7.98%'

•
- -CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes Series A are tiinig
issued by CRED1THRIFT fulancrai, Inc a holdiag
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance. credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities The net proceeds from the Inve-stment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any.'
'
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT

A copy of the,Prospectus may be obtained from a
'rpprespniativettf_CPC-In‘vstmentiOC:iaihq-4, t"Ø5Q4Az_
thus Slate The -representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or, if you prefer. phone toll-free at 800-457-3T4 1 fin
Indiana 800-742-37841 for a copy of me Prospectvs•__

..

_

PHONE TOLL-FREE

800-457-3741
41

"We were just physically
intimidated .and we played
less than intelligently toward'
the end of regulation,sailtVandy Coach Wayne Dobbs.,
,
"We had a four-point leacl.and
made some bonehead plays.
sof
There in the stretch, we failed
SMACK - When Skeeter Wilson got a smack on Valentine's
to do the things that you have
to do tcrwin."
Day, it wasn't a kiss. His smock was a smack on'the head by
1SU trailed Georgia 65-59 ,
the elbow of Teek's John Tatum. Wilson played 14 minutes,
with 9:07 left in the game, but
pulled down seven rebounds and scored !.ight points.

(In Indiana, 800-742'v384)
H
.
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I
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In Murray:
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Ross-Wjickw, 'It 2 - Be) AO Shopping Center
e 753-5573
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WANTADS

Proper Pesticide Handling Could
Prevent Mishaps, Slow Regulation
PaP
•
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SPECIAL
New Shipment woven
houseplant baskets
all shapes,all sizes
.79 to $9.95

STARKS ROWE
12th 0, Poplar
Our 30th Yeer.

GET ACQUAINTED with
ey Home Products. The first 24 to call for a
free home demonstration, receives free
gift. Call 753-2342.
YOUR NEED is our
NEEDLINE
7534333.

concern.

NqUiri & Hum -

Knit Shirts
1/2 Price
(This week Orgy)
Elm

Youth Shop

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Pt uduets.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, Phone 753-3128.

15 Varieties
of

Chinese Vegetables
to grow in your
-irvitribisiden
The

Pcinhcndleor
6101147113 COM

753-1476

5 Lost And found
To my darang wife, Kay,.
my most memorable and
happy years are the ones
spent with you. Love
Chuck
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$200 Weekly Possible Stuffing
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Sacramento, CA 95080 DEPT.
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We Repair Small
Appliances Including
Mr.-Coffees

I WONDER IF HE'D
MirslC iF I ..7:140.41PEP.
DC:ANN

Murray Home

$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARET1ME! Unbelievably, ,excitingly
selfSend
easy!
addressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

Cheerier St.
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Advertisers
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
This

correction

be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND -NOTIFY US PROM
PTI Y IN CASE-4)1.-4N
ERROR
newspaper
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40

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, BOX 21679,
DENVER, CO. 80221.
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LOST WHITE -female
persian cat in Murray.
Call 435-4563. Reward
offered.
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NeWS7-Society nd
753-1 18
Sports
Retail Display iad.
vertising. 753-1919
Classifier:Display.
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 75319160nd 753-1911\

WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
LADIES
Oa
HUSBAND & WIFE TEAMS
Money? Queens
Extra
Need
Way to Fashion. Home
Fashion Showings is the answer_ vor information call
901-81154,150bt 885-1129.

MAKE $1.00 PER CARD
selling engraved-roWaC
Social Security cards.
Free sales kit. No investment. Write Gregg
Products, Box 272-HI,
- Lexington, N. C. 27292
10 Business Opportunity
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
for local person in this
area to represent a
nationally known oil
company. This is a permanent, full time sales
position:- Offers
unusually high income,
opportunity for advancement. Knowledge
of farm and industrial
helpful.
machinery
cial training if hired.
personal interview
see Jim Reynolds,
Rairiada Inn, MadisonKy.,Fri. Feb. 18 at
7 P.. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
9a. m.

3;

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
•
A USED MAPLE baby
bed in exceleot condition. Call 753-8393 after
5.
USED CRIB and play
pen. Call collect after 6
p. m., 901-247-5203.

17. Vacuum Cleaner.;

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760
day or night.
18 Sewing Machines
SINGER SEWING
Machine,zig zag and all
attachments.
regular
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1.35413619.

WANT TO BUY, camper
2 ton
1
or topper for /
pickup. Call 753-4138.

FOR SALE - gig nag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.

STACKS OF OLD comic
books, magazines and
Big Little books. Call
753-9839.

19. Farm Equipment

A GOOD USED bike for a
four year old boy. Call
489-2510.

Long sleeve

tiintierful

LOI

14. Want To Buy

2 Notice

1909 OR LATER wrecked
or junk V. W. body for
parts. Call 753-7581 after
.4:30 p. m.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
SIX OAK chairs, antique.
Call 753-4716.
PHYFE
DUNCAN
banquet dining room
set. Table, 5 chairs and
buffet. Two mahogany
end tables and coffee •
table. Call 436-2289.
WHOLESALE
FREE!
Jewelry Catalog! Exclusive Designers'
Collections! Bargains ;
galore! - Box- 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, 341" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
,bar, $10.95. Wallin
'Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
HALF PRICE - complete
deep well pump system,
a $150. Complete water
clarifier system, $200.
Used only 3 months. Call
435-4413.
AVAILABLE NOW
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also
treated poles 8' through
20'. Murray lumber
Company, 104
Murray.
FROM WALL TO WALL,
no soil at all, on-carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
TWO HAIRDRYERS and
hydraulic chair for sale.
Like new. Call 435-4554.

NEED GRAIN BENS,
win dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
Agrifor
spring.
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
INTERNATIONAL CUB
tractor with bushog
belly mower or will
trade for Ford Tractor.
Call 753-7919 after 4 p.
m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-4444865
Paducah,Ky.
1950 FORD TRACTOR
and plow in excellent
condition. Five foot
old.
pickup disc, 3
Reason for selling, to
settle estate. Price
$1500. Call 753-1836.

years

806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor with duals. Good
condition. Five international 16" breaking,
plows. 9 tooth chisel
plow. 20 ft. gooseneck
trailer. 18 ft. International fold up disc.
Call 489-2392.
S SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.
CONTACT WEST KY
Grain
Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February.
JOHN DEERE 1240
planter. Used 2 years.
Perfect condition. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-4503.
20 Spu,.s

„

1973 15%,,
, ft. Chrysler
Currier boat, 70 h. p.
motor and Holtsclaw
trailer for sale. Best
offer. Call 436-5331.
15' RUNABOUT BOAT,55
horse power Evinrude
s- motor, and 15' camper-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 7534015 or 753-8300.

ammum 1
LOWERY ORGAN Magic
Genie 44. Automatic
rhythms: One year old.
Like new. Bank terms
available. Call 489-2400.

DISHWASHER,
Westinghouse, 4 months
old. $140. Call 753-9829.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky

FOR SALE: Oak and
Hickory wood, $12.50
rick delivered. Call 4374731 or 437-4346.
16 Home furnishings
DISHWASHER,
Westinghouse,' 4 months
old. $140. Call 753-9829.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachnient with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt vacuums starting at
$45,.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95 Call
153-0359.

24 lullscellaneous
YE OLDE Horsetradin'
Post and Auction.
General merchandise
wholesale and' retail.
Used furniture, and
appliances,
antiques,
throw rugs, throw
pillows. Consignments
taken. Flea market
space available., We
buy, sell or horketrade,
607 South 4th. Call 7539647.
PROGRAM
SUBSUMES cost for house
siding, if needed for
insulation. . Pay in 60
payments. Call
Owensboro office
'collect, 683-0690.
••••

.6.
1. •

•

•
..

en'

TWO CEILING type
circulating fans. Four
wood blades, 52 in.
across. Runs good. $100
each. Call 753-1836.

REFRIGERATOR,
washer, gas cook Stove
and bedroom suite. Call
753-0493.

•
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BICYCLE EXERCISER,
$20. Bassinet, $10. Infant
seat, $3. Playtex nurser
bottles,$5. Baby clothes,
$10. Call 753-6345.

27. Mobile Home Sales
10 x 50 2 BEDROOM,
living room, kitchen and
bath. Gas stove, fuel oil
heat. Partially carpeted. Call 4744843.

12 x 64 FULLY FURANTIQUES:
Victorian
NISHED and carpeted.
walnut washstand,
Central heat, and air.
white marble top, oak
Extras. Like new. Call
ice box, hump back
753-1590, after 5:00 498truck, 4 piece bedroom
8612.
suite, oak china cabinet,
oak buffet, oak tables, 12 x VI 1974 NEW MOON.
pedestal table, kitchen
Two bedrooms, 1 and 44
cabinet.. Ben .Franklin
baths, all electric. Call
stove, appliance and
753-4548 after 5 p. m.
furnishings,
items. FOR SALE by owner. 2
miscellaneous
Also 6 x 8 barn and 10 x
bedroom mobile home
10 metal building. 607
unfurnished except
South 4th Street.
stove and refrigerator.
Washer-8r'-Dryer connections in use now. One
CUSTOM MATTRESS
large 12' by 12' storage.
made any size for anbuilding insulated and
tique beds or camPers.
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
Buy direct and save on
storage shed. All on four
mattresses,
all
nice lots 100' by 220'.
Healthopedic or foam.
Just 3 minutes away
WEST KY. MATTRESS, from lake. Excellent
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
well and septic system.
Phone 1-443-7323.
Under $9,000.00. Call 7535352 6:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
m.
6. TV Radio
29 Mobile Home Re tals

TV SALE. Drive to cuba
--611GL
. 11.41
-Wafk-= 3
he-MOBTLE
""
"
894
lowest prices on all
bedroom, furnished or
Zenith TV's. Shop
unfurnished. 100 x 200
around and compare.
private lot. Three miles
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
East of Murray. Call
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
492-8120.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1962 HILLCREST, 10 x 52
bedroom, _ all
two
electric, unfurnished.
Call 474-2317 after 4 p.
m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electilc heat and central
../
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 8p. m.901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
12160 MASTERCRAFT,
Central air and heat.
Two bedrooms, 2 full
baths. Furnished. Call
489-2321 or 489-2392.

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
, rent, at Riviera ,Courts.
Call 753-3280.
I. Want To Rent
COUPLE WITH one child
wants unfurnished
house.- Outside of city
'limits. Preferable with
pasture for horse. Call
4.36-2430.

5

Col. Rubert
Ainley, Auctioneer
So. Fulton, Tn.

901-479. 2986(Day Or Mite)

Notice Of Public Hearing
On
Kentucky State Plan
For Vocational Education

4,

I.
11

e

1957 FORD PICKUP with
.camper, $295. 1968 Ford
LTD. $350. Call 489-2595.

ROOMS FOR RENT m
the country. Call 4362510.

FOR RENT - one 2
bedroom house and one
3 bedroom house. $250•
and $275. Call Tucker
Realtors 753-4342,9 a. m.
to 4 p. m.
FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. No pets. Good
references. Call 7537449.
BEDROOM
THREE
'house with 2 bathS on
1114 Po ..r-S .11-753
1962.
36 To; Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 41..h. Call
753-5881
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
37 livestock

Supplies

GILTS AND 2 sows ivith
pigs for sale. Call 4354503.

TWO MALE Eskimo
puppies. Eight weeks
old. Registered. Call 4362215 after 4:30 p. m.

1963 Ford 14 T. Truck,6 cyl., 4 S.T., 1971 Ford 4000
Diesel tractor,1500 hrs.,81.2 Disc,3X16" plow,4 row
cultivator, 6' cycle mower, rubber tire wagon,
rotary hoe, 3 Bu. Mt. seeder, 24' elevator, 6 row
spray rig, electrice fence control, hyd. ram, Ford
wind breaker,hog feeders,troughs,lorox, Etc.
NOTE: This is,an open sale, consign your merchandise as soon as possible by contacting the Auctioneer, complete settlement day of sale.
Rev. I.F. Caldwell, Owner 901-822-4261

1975 OLDS 442. Silver with
black stripes... Loaded
with extras. Local, one
owner. Call 753-3465.

Supplies

GROOMING AND ARC
miniature Schnauzers.
Hidden Valley Kennels.
Call 435-4481.
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE PROSPECTS
for three bedroom
homes up to the 20's.
by
Come
Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 7533263. .
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
REALTORS

South 12th at Sramong
TELEPHONE 753-1651
BEDROOM
THREE
house located on US 641
in South Hazel. This
property will provide a
family with low cost
C.
John
housing.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 7530101 or 753-7531.

COMMERCIAL LOT...
358 feet deep: .. the only
lot available for sale
-,
A-Public Hearing on the Kentucky State Plan for
across from the new city
Education
the
by
required
as
Education
Vocational
park. . . ideal fur sports
AmencimentS of 1976 r P.L. 94-482, section 107(a)42)
store. Kick off your
will be held on Thursday, February 17, 1977, beginshoes and settle in front
Rosenin
Time,
Standard
Central
p.m.,
2:00
at
ning
of the fire in this warm
Community
Paducah
A-111,
thal Hall, Room
family room, designed
College, Blandville Road, Paducah, Kentucky.
just for you. Add 4
The purpose of this Public Hearing istopermit all
bedrooms, living room,
give
to
One
Region
in
population
the
of
segments
their views on the goals which ought to be adopted iri t, dining area, 2 baths and
a 14' x 45' rec room for
the State Plan, including the courses to be-Offered:.
those teenagers .
the allocations of.responsibility for these courses
almost 4000 sq. ft. of
among the various levels of education and among
comfortable living but
the various institutions in Kentucky, and the
unbelieveable low heat
allocations of local, state, and federal resources to
bills. Loretta Jobs
meet those goals.
All interested persons are invited to attend, and
Realtors, 753-1492.
should
those desiring to testify at the Hearing
request permission to appear on the agenda and
HAMLIN, KY. a house
bring a written copy of their presentation. The
and one acre of land on
sutt
resentations may be
vv
requests.and -r4tten
Ky 449 and McFarlane
mitted to the Regional Ofice, Vocational Education
Road. Good well and
Highland
700
br
1287,
Bok
0.
P.
Region One,
septic system. Many
Boulevard, Paducah, Kentucky, or registered with •
large trees for a" nice
the Chairman on the date of the Hearing. If you canshady
to
hornesite. Call
statement
written
a
send
should
you
not attend,
John C. Neubauer,
the Secretary of the Kentucky State Board of
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
Education, 17th Floor, Capital Towers, Frankfort.
753-0101
or
Pain
Kentucky,40601.
Rodgers, 753-71f6

NEWS ITEM: WHITE HOUSE AIDES
LOSE THEIR LIMOUSINE SERVICE.
43 Rea! Estate
LOTS-LOTS-LOTSWe still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
Of lots. Prices start at
$3,300. Some wooded lots
still available. Owner
will
finance
with
minimum
down
payment. bay Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore.
753-7724.

NM=
FARM FOR SALE. ao
acres. 50 acres open
land, high productive. 30
acres good marketable
timber. Sale on contract. Call after 6 p. m.
901-247-5457, Puryear,
Tenn.
46 Homes For Sale
OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 7531961.

1967 V. W. BUS. Engine
and transmission
completely overhauled.
New interior, great
transportation.' 28 fl). p.
g.-highway,25 mpg city.
$1100. Call 753-9928 after
5 p. m.
1968 PLYMOUTH 4 door
sedan. Reduced for
quick sale, excellent
mechanical condition.
New tires. $450.00 or
best offer. Call 753-8417.
SALE OR TRADE 1930
Chevrolet Coupe, 28,000
actual miles. Appraised
at $4,000. Best offer over
$3,000 or trade toward
_
eel diiye
pickup Call 615-2324729.

51 Services Offered

1 Services Offered
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Ton)'
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

TUTOR-READING. All
ages, experience,
references. Call 753-8987
after 4:00.

GENERAL macHog
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White', 753-0605.

FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Residential;
Service.
mobile _ home-hookup
and service. Peensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4530.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

ELECTRICAL. REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
sI Sez.,.r. Otfreci

49 Used Cars & Trucks

WOULD LIKE TO RENT
private lot for mobile
home. Preferable north
of city. Also would like
to rent !arm acreage.
Call after 6 p. m. 7536179.

FURNISHED
NICE
apartment for four. Call
753-0669 or 7575.

Selling at the I.E. Caldwell form, turn west off HWY 89
approx. 4 mi. north of Palmersville, Tn. onto Alistin
Springs Rd. and proceed to sale.

MUST SELL 1975 Honda
CB 550. Make offer. Call
753-3143 after 4 p. fl).

33 Rooms For Rent

38 Pets

EQUIPMENT AUCTION
Sat. Feb. 19, 10 A.M.

50 Campers

TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 betweett5-7
•
n. m. M-F.

32 Apartments For Rent

FURNISHED
NICE
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th.

'

32 Apartments For Rent

34. Houses For Rent

41P

TILE • TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R..
/53-8500. Ha,
ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co, Route-2.
Box 409 A Paducah,. Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL DO TYPING at.
home. Call 753-7567.

SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Core, Stearn clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallwo free, limit 4 x
10. A 10' x 10' room
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
-GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes,autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
5,
No.
Building
Shopping
Dixieland
Center. Phone 753-0180.

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4.
p.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708_

EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.

E.LEL 1 iiICAL
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

1977 GRAND LEMANS.
8,000 miles. Plenty
BEDROOM
FOUR
extras Call 753-0492.
HOME just listed in
54. Free Column
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
Canterbury Estates.
NEED TREES cut,
brick home, fireplace,
Home is less than one
firewood, land clearing, PART COLLIE puppies.
1970 CHEVELLE, good
CUSTOM HAY bailing
garage, patio. shads lot
year old, and is outmotor, transmission and
Eight free to goo? home.
and custom combining.
carpenter work or light
on quiet street $25,500
standing in both quality
hauling. Call 753-4707.
interior $600. Call 753Call 753-8090.
Call 753-0661.
- _Call 753-5818
and desigo. - barge'.
"
mily room-recreation
BY
GUTTERING
MUST - SELLI,'. Reduced
om with area for pool
1976GMC TRUCK 34"t0n,
SEARS, Sears seamless
Pfice. 3 Bedro(:)m
table, and wet-bar,
Heavy Duty springs and
gutters installed per
approximately 2000 sq.
witli
fireplace
Reason for selling
tires.
Phone
your specifications. Call'
sixe
ft. living
two
heatalator,
is illness. Good conDoug Taylor at 753-2310
753-7857.
bedrooms downstairs, 2
dition. Call 753-4716,
'
for free estirriates.
bedrooms upstairs -aid
storage areas around.
BEDROOM
THREE
t•r,
1966 CHEVY 3, ton
Large 2 car attached
brick. Excellent conSALES. _AT
FENCE
__camper special, -32-7-garage. This home has
dition. Fri, c4SEARS now. Call Doug
automatic with power
economic heat pump
1702 Col It ge Farm
Taylor at 753-2310 for
TRULY DIFFERENT! This lovely 3,bedroom home
--Has
insteering,
an
heating and cooling
Road. CaE -53-5287.
free estimates for your
on corner of 16th and Glendale Road has over 2200
sillated overcab topper.
Anderson
system,
needs.
square feet of living area. Central heat and air, carAll for $550.00 Phone
thermopane windows,
pet, beautiful fireplace in large family room,double
354-6653..
plushness
and
CARPET (LEANING
carport, pella windows and draperies. Excellent
throughout. Priced in
experienced,
very
condition. To see it is to want it.
PRICED TO .SELL. 1971.
low 50's. Phone KOPreasonable rates,
Gremlin X. Real- sharp.
PERUD REALTY, 753refe_r_e_nces,
free
Call 436-2502, or 753-0521.
1222 for More inestimates. Quick drying.
formation.
Call 753-5827 or 753,9618.
901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724
1963 FORD customized
Morabor Of Mohtipla Listings
van, mag wheels, 8
BN' r,•k • 406 South 6111
112 ACRES ON Ky 280
HAVING TROUBLE;
• 2'1 baths UpStrevt
track stereo Must see to
about six miles from
getting those small
storage
stair,
Call 492appreciate
• , wall carpet
room
plumbing jobs done?
Murray and only two
dovmstairs.
tx- 8441.
Then call 753-6614.
miles from Ky Lake and
.00m, den. kitlarsto
SAVE
lining room.
TVA recreation area.
NOW
'it porch with
Glassed
CAPRI
1974
Exrellent
PAPER
PAINTING AND
Long road frontage on
...t glass enclosed
,
heat 1)
FREE
condition. $2500. Call
hanging, interior or
back p.1- :fireplaces, one
both sides of 280. Very
20 MILE
full basement
gas is
767-2450.
or
hour
the
by
exterior,
,
fine building sites. John
bath, four
• cart,DELIVERY
rns, laundr)
job. Free estimate.
separ.c •
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
sink.
kitchen
•
room
build.,
you
roan,
Aloe
753-8343.
tees..
up
Take
reedy
FOX.
AUDI
artscsd,
1974
Phone
505 Main St., Murray,
, • 'Ae Car garage
show
I.. es $300.00. 11 a Sop to 21160 stessdaral, brt wiH precut
-oom in back.
with
payment to responsible
753-0101 or call Linda
insulated
any silo modal lay the but for his.
corn;
outor
inside
condition.
Good
person.
DO
WILL
_
Drake at 753-0492.
driveway, one
•
CUSTOM SUM POIIIABL1111/11.2.000GS 753-011114
small
fruit
nIcling,
and
753-7699
Call
Very clean.
Sr., •
side painting
in acre Cornnights, 753-0123 days;
carpentry work. Phone
RENTAL INCOME
527-9959.
PROPERTY just listed.
1973 DODGE VAN. V-8
Located
near
the
Phone
WOMAN
University. Well built
RELIABLE
automatic, custom paint
753-5862
housework
older home has 4
and mag wheels. Fully
wants
f.,„,7
.References furnished.
carpeted, high back
bedrooms
and
swivel buckets, AM-FM
Also
basement.
separate
Call 753-6097.
garage apartment and
cassette. Call 498-8119.
BY ovi \ER. Nice 3
mobile home, with
WILL SET WITH an
bedro, :‘ home, den, 1974
separate utility meters.
MATADOR
elderly person. Day or
m. Just two
utilits
Buy them all for $23,500.
Brougham, excellent
night. Experienced. Calf
Aire
Bel
of
:h
KOPPERUD REALTY,
condition. $1700. Must
753
641.
on
'enter
Shopp];
753-1222.
sell. Call 753-4023.
Buy a home for less than $10,000.009! You can at
7301 or 753-3739.
Call 75 .54.
ROBERTS REALTY! Five rooni house, 81 x 8'
175 ACRE FARM located
JEEP CJ-5-75 Renegade
-- storage house, large lot! All within a mile of the
and
LAWN
YOUR
GET
on State Line Road only
THREE BEDROOM, 2
Package, 1200 x 15 tires
court square for only $8,500.00!
equipment
garden
seven miles south of
on spoke -wheels. Call
bath bn. on 1 acre.
repaired and serviced
Murray. Large amount
753-5532.
Good lo( at.on. Low 30's.
now. Beat the spring
of tendable landv.some
8.
753-`4
Call
rush. 14 years exadditional land that
ADDODGE
1973
perience. Tidwell Lawn
could be cleaned up and
REDUCED!
PRICE
VENTURER. Brown
-and Garden Equipment,
some wooded land.
Separat, -workshop, 3
and gold, new tires.
303 Main Street, Hazel
Tendable land has been
2 baths,
bedrow:.
Rocket mags, side Faits_
Ky Call 492-8147.
in beans. - Good •coad
famils :-oom, office
Call.753-3090.
frontage. Also county
space. !,:ndscaped, near
-oad access on other
shoppii-4, Call 753-9380. 1973 CHEVROLET four
„art of land. John C.
wheel drive with topper
Irruneaiate possession can be yours with the purNeubauer, Realtor, 505
BIG HOP SE for family,
Plo ollter do .• voy,self 'method
power
Automatic,
cleans carpets as
of the home at 1702 Farmer. Three
chase
Main St., 753-0101 or 753Five
pay.
help
renters
steering, power brakes.
brick home with carpet - an& storm
bedroom
EASILY7531.
bedrooms, 3 baths,
Phone 489-2737.
doors and windows. Has family room with•- • •
fireplw-r. central heat.
private entrance and bath off of it OR would
WEST OF MIDWAY EFFECTIVELYCall 75s-'1012.
1972 CHEVROLET "2 ton
make excellantextra income. 827.000 00
561"2 acres with lovely 3
'•"^
pickup. Power. Phone
47. Motorcycles
bedroom, 2 bath brick
449-2401 after 5:30 p. m.
The end of the rainbow is where yriu will find this
ECONOMICALLYhome. Ideal
comsixteen acres of land for only $14,000 au Twelve
1975 tioNDA CB-550.
bination
for
top
acres cleared, four with large trees rind cleared.
J.4cOent condition. 1970 TRIUMPH SPITproduction farm income
ready for building Beautiful gite,
FIRE new paint, good
'Thrir 1500 miles. Call
and gracious living. Call
condition. $1200. ('all
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.
753-8080 or come by 105
in Lakeway Shores we have to offer two lots on
753-2958.
N. 12tii, BOYD MAJORS
paved street with water and electirity available
1975 ELECTRICE-tirliniREAL ESTATE.
for only $4,500 00. High Tots for excellant building
CUTLASS
bike. Ride all day for 1971
site.
pennie.., Charge
SUPREME white with
FOR SALE - 80 acres,
Ideal for
Excellent
overnignt.
top.
black
Your busiesess is ohms epprecietotet ROBERTS REALTY.
house, five miles East of
cominuting,to town or to
condition. Call 753-2636.
Rent for only 117 06 a day
Hardin. Near lake.
classes Priced to tell. \
Terms. Call 1-313-292lel- Air Oat& Store
Call 753-6564.
1973 DATSLi.N pickup.
7180.
Mgr(We, 7i 310
,
Call
Excellent condtion.
7534329. •-•
YAMAHA MINI Endure.
44 lots For Sale
Mu 14041 'fl -'I
DRIVEWAYS WHir E
ssossmos,•••
Motorcycle trailer. 1975'
tits •404144 '14•44s
Free
graded.
and
rocked
LOT FOR SALE in
'Honda 550 four' with ,477 CAMARO, AM
Plisar 241,101
Pt.,
Clifford
17*
Call
4i? s..*
"es4nates.
Gatestarkgh. Call 753Stereo. Six cylind4r. brie
1wiadjammer. -Call 753753-5429
Garrison
6446.
767-2510.
month old. Call
2226.

tro

FOR
SALE

Guy Spann Realty

RENT RINSENVAC

wfl 00811115 'Si 074
41 114:411415 0,5.5

• 1

•II

in. M1141114.1• '5114',
7 I (1,5514 751 5, 71
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Tree Seedlings Available
To Local Land Owners

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Simmons Dies John M. Hamblin-ls Ray Harvey Wallace,
Dead At Age Of 64 Dies At Age 44;
At Hospital With
John M. Hamblin died
es Thursday
Funeral Thursday
Sunday at- - 4:15--p.m. - at the -

Although winter is probably crease the future supply of
the uppermost subject on the hatdwdod and • softwood

Ray Harvey Wallace, father
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He was 64 years of age and a of Scott Ray Wallace of
resident of Benton Route Five. Murray, died Sunday at
The deceased was a Knoxville,, Term. He was 44
•
Member of the First Christian years of age and a resident of
Church at Auburn and was a 526 E. South Street, Knoxville.
A native of Obion County,
retired bookkeeper.
Mr. Hamblin is survived by Tenn. he was sales manager
—Safety
National
his-wife, MrS:1Marilfirribliff,- -for
and one sister, Mrs. Pauline Association and had lived in
Knoxville since 1972. A
Smith, Hardin Route One.
Funeral services will be member of the Knoxville
held Thursday at eleven a.m. Business Association, he had
at the chapel of the Young retired from the U. S. Air
Funeral Home, Auburn, with Force after 21 years service
burial to follow in the Auburn and attended Bethel Baptist
Church, Galesburg, Ill.
Cemetery.•
Friends may call at the . Mr. Wallace is..survixed by
Collier Funeral Home, Ben- his wife, Mrs. Juanita Cunton, until nine a.m. on Wed-, ningham Wallace; parents,
nesday when the body will be Mr.,and Mrs.- Worthy Wallace,
Kenton, Tenn.; two sons, Scott
transferred to Auburn.
Ray. of Murray and Van
Harvey of U.S. Army Alaska;
two daughters, - Mrs. David
Vicky ) Collins, Fulton, and
Ass Tammy Faye Wallace,
Knoxville; .two SteP -sons,
Gordon James Forsythe, •Jr.,
Charlie C. Wicker of 5900 Tynsboro, Mass., and Eddie
Forsythe, Water
Merrydale, Paducah, for- Alpha
brothers, Leslie
two
Vallsy;
Fork
North
merly of Abe
community, died Sunday at Wallace, San Antonio, Texas,
the Western Baptist Hospital, and.BoirWattace, Tuscumbia,
Paducah. He was 76 years of Ala; ,Iwo sisters, Mrs. Bob
Verrlitat Rice, Kenton,
age.
and Mrs. John iBeey )
Tenn.,
married
Mr. Wicker was
April 23, 1930, to the former Copley, Berwyn, Ill.; five
Virgie Key and she preceded grandchildren.
The funeral.: will be held
him in death
_ on August 3, 1975.
Born April 1, 1900, in Calloway Thursday at two p. m. at the
County, he was'the son of the South Fulton Baptist Church
late Ples T. Wicker and Laura with. the Rev. Charles Jobe
C. Myers Wicker. He was a officiating. Burial will follow
member of the North Fork in the Oak Grove Cemetery
with the Hornbeak Funeral
Baptist Church.
Survivors include one Home of Fulton in charge of
Word has been received of
the death of Ben Hood, for- daughter, Mrs. Joe (Dolores) the arrangements where
p.
,-..rztnerly of Murray, who died Powell, Paducah; one sister, friends may call after five
Monday at a hospital at Mrs. Ola Beaty, Kerrville, m. Wednesday.
Etowtme Green. He wat -72 Texas; two-hrO(herg-, Monte• The family has renitisted
Wicker, Paducah, and Ancel that expressions of sympathy
years of age.
Mr. Hood is survived by his Wicker, Puryear, Tenn.; two take the form of contributions
to the Heart Fund.
wife, Mrs. - Retina Lee White grandchildren.
Ftmeral services are being
Hood, Bowling Green; one
daughter, Mrs. Barbara held today at 1:30 p.m. at
Donnell, Memphis,Tenn.; one LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
son, Vim Hood, Bowling Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Green; two sisters, Mrs. Anna the Rev. Warren Sykes, the
Doran, Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs. Rev. Glynn M. Orr, and the
Rachel Owen, Houstcm, —Rev. James Phelps - ofTexas; sister-in-law, Mrs. ficiating.
Problems begin when
Hall Hood, Murray; five
Serving as pallbearers are college students face unetcher,
Billy Nance, Ruben-Fl
grandchildren.
familiar circumstances for
The funeral and burial Tellus Orr, Ludie Malray, the first time. Seemingly no
Thursday
C,arnol
and
held
be
Tarkington,
will
Enloe
services
one to talk to, to understand
with the Heady-Johnson Boyd. Burial will follow in the them...A series of three
Grove
Pleasant
Funeral Home of Bowling South
discussions, sponsored by the
Green in chair of the 'Cemetery in Calloway County.
United Campus Ministry, may
arrangements.
help students cope with
problems they face everyday.
"How can I handle my
loneliness and depression?"
was the first discussion led by
Dr. Thomas Muehleman,
of
professor
associate
The funeral for Emanuel
psychology at Murray State
Budie) Paschall of Route
third
The honer roll for the
University, held from 7-8 p.m.
Three, Puryear, Tenn., is
sis-weeks grading period at Monday, February 14, in the
being held today at two p.m. at
Calloway Hart Hall Coffeeffouse.
Southw.e-at
the chapel of the McEvoy
has been
School
Elementary
"How can I handle the
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
released by the principal, Roy problem of finding a job after
with burial to follow in the
Cothran, as follows:
graduation?" will be conPuryear Cemetery.
Sixth grade — Carl An- ducted by Paul Naberezny of
Mr. Paschall, age 83, died
derson, Donna Coles, Karen MSU's Counseling and Testing
Sunday at 10:30 p.m. at his
Dowdy, Kerry Erwin, "Ken- Center, at seven p.m., Feb,,,,22
home.
Futrell, Edwina Hudson, in Hart Hall.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. neth
Hutson, and Monty Ray.
Mark
"How can I handle intimate
Connie Elizabeth Doran
Seventh grade — Jenise relationships?" will be the
Paschall; three daughters,
Cole, Kerry third discussion topic. Sondra
Canine, Boyd, Kevin
Charles
Mrs.
Dowdy, Rhonda Ford of Murray State's
Tad
Compton,
Paducah, Mrs. John Clark,
Doerfkinger, Lynn Eldridge, Counseling and Testing
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Lois
Patrice
Farris,
Center, will discuss the
Paschall, Indiana; two Missy
Irvin-, Mark emotional, physical and
Sheila
Fleming,
stepsons, J. C. Rowland,
David
Jetton,
Jackson, Tony
psychological aspects of inChicago, flI., and Barchall
Miller,
Lockhart, Brad
timate relationships. This will
Doran, Puryear, Term.; three
Dannettli Morris, Phil Orr, begin at seven p.m., March 2,
sisters, Mrs. Ovie Cole and
Overby, and Lisa in Hart Hall.
Darrell
Mrs. Jenny Key, Murray, and
Phillips.
The programs are designed
Mrs. Billie Spann, Chicago,
Eight grade — Lori Adams, for students, searching for
two brothers, Oxie and
Renatta Collins, Jeanna their identity, to find answers
Barney Paschall, Murray;
Cooper, Joyce Deering, Lori to problems they may face in
grandchildren.
thirteen
Edwards, Kim Erwin, Roger college. These 'programs are
Guthrie, Tim Holsapple, sponsored by the United
Mickey Hutson, Lanesa Jones, Campus._ Ministry Student
Danny Lamb, Tim McAlister, Council. All discussions are
McCuiston. Lori open to the public.
Marty
Osborn, Don Scott, Tracey
Steele, and Louis Zimmerman.
Mrs. Katie Simmons of 102
North Sixth Street, Murray,
died Monday at 9:45 .p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 82 years of
age.
The deceased was the wife
of Johnny Simmons who died
December 28, 1963. She was a
member of the First Baptist
('luiath.;-md_ was the writer of
the column, "Kentucky
Belle," which appeared lor
many.' years in the Murray
Ledger & Times. Born July 14,
1894, she was the daughter of
the late •-Emmanuel G. Todd
and Lou ,Ellen Smith Todd
Mrs. Simmons is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Ted
)Pernie Mae ) Thorn, Houbstadt, Ind., and Mrs. Everett
) Mary Lucille) Bucy, St.
Louis, Mo.; one brother, Billy
Jr.oad, BOWling Green; fifteen
grandchildren; twenty-four
great grandchildren.
'Funeral services will be
held Thursday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating. Burial will follow in
City Cemetery.
the Murray
A.Friends may call at, the
funeral home after three p. m.
today ) Tuesday ).

Charlie C. Wicker
Dies Sunday; Rites
Being Held Today

Honor Roll For Second Semester
Released By Calloway High

Ben Hood Dies At
Bowling Green;
Former Murrayan

Discussions
Are Being
Held By UCM

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Paschall

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

tor,c,horn .'in nc,k
loss
b‘r 111
opic,
somelhing Use flies c
h t.“.1i Sow, sic
..ompleuch 1111,.‘1
lhe cc been
1.01.
ri
II,

[3.1I.

116 NORTH 7TH
247-5942
MAYFIELD

minds of most people, now js sawtimber and veneer logs,
-achieve. ontinned
the hme-tabettin-Preparideur .and _to
spring tree planting. early sustained yield, multi-purpose
planning and preparation are management of private nonthe keys to a successful tree industrial forest land.
The program is adplanting operation.
To encourage reforestation ministered through the local
of approximately 1,000,000 A. S. C. S. (Agricultural
Conacres of eroded, idle and sub- Stabilization' and
Office.
Service)
servation
of
planting
the
land,
marginal
farm- windbreaks; and the Landowners can receive costimprovement of existing share assistance for 75 per
woodlands, the Kentycky cent of the cost of labor and
Division of Forestry.operates materials of tree planting and
three nurseries from which timber stand improvement
tree seedlings are distributed practices. Persons interested
at low cost to landowners in in this program should contact
the state. These seedlings are their local A. S. C. S. Office.
Further information about
for the purpose of providing
wood products, wildlife tree planting or the Forestry
Dr. Gerald McCord,seated right, has been named as president of the medical Mail 01
habitat,- mitt— watershed Incentives Prograhilnay also
the Jennie Stuart Memorial Hospital, Hopkinsville, succeeding Dr. Wiliam Young,
protection. They are not be obtained from the Kenavailable for ornamental tucky Division of Forestry,304
seated left. Standing are Dr. frank.Pitzer, left, president-elect, and Dr. Charles Barlow,
W. Walnut Street, in Mayfield,
planting within city limits.
secretary. Dr. McCord,son of Mrs.). A. McCord, now of Paducah, and the late Mr. McTree seedlings for spring or from Albert"Took" Wilson,
Cord of Murray, is the brother of Mrs. Frank (Jo) James of Paducah and Fred and Don
normally County Ranger for Calloway
are
planting
McCord of Murray. Dr. McCord is a graduate of Murray High School and of the Univer-available train the first of County at 436-2152.
sityof Louisville Medical School
March until the end of April. A
ADVERTISEMENT
wide variety is available Including five species of pines
and eight -species of hardwoods.
The Forestry Incentives
Program (FIP)is available to
all non-industrial private
For the first semester at Joann Allbritten, Luana Nancy Murdock, Renee
woodland owners. This
Calloway County High School Colson, Lisa Cleaver, Shelia Overby, Mike Randolph,
provides financial
program
Karen
Ross,
Rose
Patty Robinson,
168 students made the honor Darnell, Lenna Duke,
for tree planting
assistance
roll. Of this number 21 made Edwards, Krista Eldridge, Tammie Rudolph, Shawn and for improvement of Chicago, Ill. — A free offer of
Frazier,
Debra
A's
Sledd,
Nada
all
Dawn
Simmons,
Eldridge,
made
147
Tena
and
all A's,
to those who
existing woodlands. The math special interest
and B's, according to Ronald Geneva Garland, LaDon Smith, Kim Starks, Teresa
hear but do not understand
into
is
FIP
the
of
objective
Haley, Everett'Hart, Denise Steen, Mike Thomas, Billy
McAlister, prinCipal.
words has been announced by
Howard, Kevin Hutson, Kim Vincent, Carol Watkins,
The list is as follows:
A non-opera ing
Beltone.
Kemp Cynthia Ann Lassiter, Chuck Williams,Tuss-Wffson,
smelled Beltone
the
of
model
Mimi
Lynn,
Jana
Bowen,
Lewis,
Winchester,
Mark
All A's- — Kevin
Susan Anne
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Linda McCuiston, Patricia Randy Lee McCallon, Paula Winchester, and Stephanie EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger & aid of its kind will be given abTimes by First, of Michigan, Corp., of solutely free to, anyone anMelvin, Terri Morris, Barbara Kim Outland, Pam Pierce, Wyatt.
Murray,are as follows:
Freshmen
Gail Smotherman, and Renee Craig Redden, Mitzi Redick,
+412 swering this advertisement.
Industrial Avg
All A's — Lisa Fla77Pll,
Trina Swift, Gail Tucker,
Tobey.
Send for this non-operating
30 unc
Airco
All A's and B's — Rhonda Alisa Walker, and Becky Denise Rutherford, and Amer.
44 -% model, put it on and wear it in
Motors
34% -%
Glenda Turner.
Ashland Oil
Adams, Susie Adams, Scotty Walls,
64‘. +N. the privacy of your own home.
A.T.& T.
Sophomores
All A's and B's — Jamie Ford
Beavers, Sheila. Bell, Debbie
55% +1.4 While many people with a
57% +%
Brooks, Cresti Bucy, Terry. All A's — Tommy Boggess, Barnett, James Bibb, Melissa Gen. Dynamics
71% +% hearing kiss will not receive
Gen. Motors
Clark,._ Ricky Connor, Eddie Johnna - Brandon, Jackie Brinkley, Susan Byars, -Craig Geo.
.+
2114
71re
Jerry
Jill
211% unc any significant benefit from
Chandler, Donald W. Colson, Goodrich
Parker, Mickey Overby,
Dillon, Terry Erwin,
+to
Ws
Oil
Gulf
Crawford, Penman
June
Falwell,Sonia Hendon, Sheryl Paschall, Conda Stubblefield, Cathy
33% +% any hearing aid, this nonElkins,
Mary
Lovett,
Dunn,
Tucker.
Amanda
Terry
Kevin
23% +1,4 working model will show you
Quaker Oats
and
Jewell,
33% unc
Republic Steel
All A's and B's — Marion Gary Emerson, Larry Enoch, Singer
Margaret McCallon, Anthony
20% -% howl tffiy hearing help can be,
10% unc
McClure, Steve McCuiston, Adams, Sharion Adams, Scott Timothy James Feltner, Tappan
111% unc and it's yours tn keep, free.
Western Union
Mafilyn :McKenzie, Donna Barrow, Kathy Black, Patty Clifton Dale Finney, Joanna Zenith
lrfa unC
The actual aid weighs less
Miller, _Linda Miller, Penny Bynum, Paula Cavitt, Clara Fleming, Laura Fones, Tripp
at
interest
local
of
stocks
of
Prices
a third of an ounce, and
than
David
Keisha
Overby,
Kelso,
Joy
Furches,
Codper,
Chaney, Carol
Moody, Tammy
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Teresa Paschall, LaDonne M. Cohoon, Charolotte Coursey, Lassiter, Kerry Lamb, Kathy Times by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows: its all at ear level,in one unit.
Roberts. _Donna R. Smith, Keith Crick, Ricky Cun- Lovett, Jackie Miller, Melissa Haul:titan IncThese models are free, so
211% -11
WA +% we suggest you write for yours
Vanessa Stone, Shea Sykes, ningham, Mary Denny, LaDon Miller, Keith Overby, Penny McDonalds Corp
Ai
6%
Systems
Ponderosa
Renee Dowdy, Cindy Duncan, Steve Overby, Meleah Paschall, kimberly Clark •
Thomas,
Sheri
43% -% now. Again, we repeat, there
50% +%
Thompson,Pamela Todd, Dan Enoch, Jimmy Hale, Less Kelly Pritchard, Debra Union Carbide
is no cost, and certainly no
Grace
W.R.
Watson, and Cindy Williams. Hoke, Sandy Hutson, Eric Pritchett, Dale Sheriden, Texaco
50% -4. obligation. Thousands have
Juniors
Kelleher, Fred Kemp, Karol Richard Smotherman, David General Elec.
12% -%
Carp
been mailed, so write
All A's — John Brinkley, Kemp,Shayne Lassiter, Terry Thorn, Anita Underhill, Lisa GAF
34% +% already
Geom.' Pacific
27% +% today to Dept. 5149, Beltone
Easley, Tammy Lassiter, Tammy Locke, Lisa Valentine, Mary Wagoner, Pfizer
Betsy
351/4 +'.
Walters
Feltner, Susie Imes, Laura Mathis, Ellen Mahan, Shelia Sharon Walker, Kim Willie, Jim
15 +% Electronics, 4201 W. Victoria
Kirsch,
39% 4-1i St., Chicago,Ill. 60646.
McKenzie, Brenda Miller, Rhonda Wilson, and Ronnie Disney
Jarrett, and Gail Tucker.
unc
235'e
Franklin bent
All A's and B's — Tim Alton, Ginger Mitchell, Ken Morris, Wilson.

Southwest
Honor Roll
Is Listed

Don't blame
your age for
poor hearing

Builders - Contractors Buy
G.E. Appliances At Builders Prices.
AMERICANA

MICROWAVE

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Headquarters for
BUILT-INS

COOKING CENTER

Upper Oven Cooks with Microwave Energy & Features
the Automatic Chef Control
Lower Self-Cleaning Oven Cooks Conventionally
MODEL JHP97GV

MODEL JP7s
Surface Unit . ..
with Self-Cleaping tilt-lock Calrod* units.
Two 8"—two 6"

27" drop in range with
P-7 R self cleaning oven

MODEL JAHIR
Self -Cleaning
Oven with automatic meat thermometer and
rotisserie.

TVA ..

Purchase Area
Hog Market\

(Continued from Page 1

billion kilowatt hours and
peaking turbines added 30
million.
"These • peaking turbine's
Provide only a small stare of
TVA's over-all power supply,
but they generated about
three times as much electricity in January as they had
in December," Daniels said.
Fuel adjustment charges
are'added to TVA electric bills
two Months after the costs arc
incurred so that customers
pay for the December costs in
LAKE DATA
February and January costs
Kentucky Lake, 7 a in.
in March.
354.5, no change.
.TVA officials said the
Below dam 301.5, up 0.7.
increase still leaves power
Barkley Lake, 7 a. in. 354.7,
charges considerably below a
no change.
peak of $26 per thousand
Below dam 305.7, up 3.1.
,Sunset 5:35. Sunrise 6:46.4 kilowatt hours last summer.
Service
'
Federal State Market News
February 15. 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 485 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady
US 1-2 240-230 lbs. . 140.75-41.00 few 41.25
140.50-40.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
. 83975-40.50
US 2-4240-390 lbs. .
. 838.75-39.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs .
Sows
832.50-33.00
US 1-2 270-350 Its
13300-3400
US 1-3 300450 Its.
134.00-35.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. . .
US 2-3260-500 lba. ....... 832.00-33.00
Boars 10.00-20.00

MODEL JV31n
Odor Venting
Range Flood .
with night light and
two speed fan.

• P-7' automatic self-Weaning •Automatic oven timer, clock
oven system
and signal buzzer
-Cleans entire oven includ- • Tilt-Lock Calrod' surface
ing shelves
units and ramovabta-trim
- -,ctisans Inner door and winrings
dow
-Cleans surface unit reflec- • Picture window oven door
tor pans
1 44 ,c 4— I iMPe,
.
• Rotary infinite heat surface
unit controls

We service ail G.E. with fast efficient trained service men. We carry a full line of G.E.
parts at at! times.

Murray Appliance
212 E. Main

753-1586

